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Preface 

This work was conducted by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), San Antonio, Texas, under Subcontract 
No. YAW-3-12243-01, SwRI project number 03-5901 for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in 
Washington, D.C., and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Golden, Colorado. The 
contributions of technical monitors Christopher P. Colucci and Brent K. Bailey of NR.EL, John A. Russell 
and John Garbak of DOE, and subcontract administrators Ernest G. Oster and Brian Rieper of NREL are 
gratefully acknowledged. The expertise of Ms. Jo Ann Brown in preparing this report is also greatly 
appreciated. 

The objective of this 3.5-year project is to develop a commercially competitive vehicle powered by ethanol 
(or an ethanol blend) that can meet California's ultra-low emission vehicle (ULEV) standards and 
equivalent corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) energy efficiency for a light-duty passenger car 
application. The definition of commercially competitive is independent of fuel cost, but does include 
technical requirements for competitive power, performance, refueling times, vehicle range, driveability, 
fuel handling sdety, i d  overall emissions performance. 

This report summarizes the second phase of this project, which lasted 12 months. This report documents 
two baseline vehicles, the engine modifications made to the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) 
engines, advanced aftertreatment testing, and various fuel tests to evaluate the flammability, lubricity, and 
material compatibility of the ethanol fuel blends. 



Executive Summary 

Ethanol is attractive as an alternative fuel for spark-ignition engines for a variety of reasons. First, it is 
a renewable fuel, derivable from biomaterials. Many alternative fuels are derived from petroleum, and 
their long-term potential is therefore limited by the availability of petroleum. Second, ethanol has an 
average octane number ((R+M)/2) of about 106, compared to about 87 for regular grades of gasoline. 
The higher octane number implies greater resistance to knock, which allows for higher compression ratios 
that produce greater cycle (and therefore fuel) efficiency. Third, because ethanol is derived from biofuels, 
there is arguably no net increase in greenhouse gases. This is in sharp contrast to petroleum-fueled 
vehicles, and especially natural gas-powered vehicles that typically have low nonmethane hydrocarbon 
emissions, but high emissions of methane, a significant greenhouse gas. Fourth, ethanol is nontoxic, unless 
toxins are added to prevent human consumption. Fifth, the fuel is ~ tura l ly  low in evaporative emissions, 
although in practice this potential advantage is offset with the addition of gasoline additives to increase the 
vapor pressure for starting and fuel tank safety. Sixth, the reactivity factor (potential for exhaust products 
to form ozone) for ethanol is significantly less than for gasoline, with preliminary estimates being about 
0.68 (Marshall 1994) that of standard gasoline. Seventh, the principal emissions are unburned ethanol and 
acetaldehyde, formed in the first oxidation step of ethanol, which make a simpler mix of gases that must 
be treated in the exhaust catalyst than those produced by gasoline combustion. 

Ethanol also presents engineering challenges that are present with any new fuel. For ethanol, low- 
temperature cold-starting and fuel tank flammability are problems. The energy content of ethanol is about 
63 % that of gasoline, which decreases range or increases fuel tank size. Current ethanol costs are high 
enough to make it noncompetitive with gasoline, although encouraging cost reductions are being obtained. 

Southwest Research Institute has been contracted by DOE and NREL to develop a dedicated ethanol- or 
ethanol-blend-fueled ULEV. This vehicle must be competitive with conventional gasoline-powered 
vehicles in cost, reliability, and performance, but not in fuel cost. 

Southwest Research Institute proposed to make changes in the engine and aftertreatment systems of a 
standard OEM production vehicle to increase its efficiency and simultaneously reduce its emissions to 
ULEV standards. The vehicle platform selected for these modifications was the 1993 Ford Taurus flexible 
fuel vehicle (FFV) designed to operate on M85 and gasoline, and equipped with the 3.0-liter Vulcan 
engine. Selecting a vehicle that had materials compatible with both methanol and gasoline resulted in no 
material compatibility problems with ethanol fuels. The Ford FFV was the only U.S.-made FFV readily 
available when the vehicles were purchased. Two vehicles were purchased so that simultaneous testing 
of the engine modifications and the advanced aftertreatment devices could be conducted. 

Three major changes to the engine were described by Bourn et al. (1994), and all three have been 
completed in Phase 2. These include increasing the compression ratio of the engine from 9.3 to 11.0 to 
take advantage of the high octane number of ethanol blend fuels, changing the fuel injectors to fine-spray 
air-assist injectors, and using a SwRI rapid prototype engine control system engine controller (RPECS) to 
provide more precise air-fuel ratio control and to control the aftertreatment system. 

Although several advanced aftertreatment devices will be evaluated during this project, only electrically 
heated catalysts (EHCs) were scheduled for preliminary evaluation during Phase 2. Although the baseline 
vehicle emissions were quite low, adding the EHC to the standard unmordified OEM vehicle further reduced 
exhaust emissions. All tests were conducted with a vehicle mileage of about 4,000 miles, with the catalysts 
aged as described in this report. Carbon monoxide was reduced about 53 % from the baseline vehicle to 
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vehicle to 0.80 @mi, about one-half the ULEV standard of 1.7 g/mi at 50,000 miles. Nitric oxide was 
reduced about 12% from the baseline vehicle to 0.068 g/mi, or less than one-half the ULEV standard of 
0.2 g/mi at 50,000 miles. Nonmethane organic gases (NMOGs) estimated from hydrocarbons were 
reduced 49% from the baseline vehicle to about 0.052 g/mi, close to, but higher than the 0.040 g/mi 
NMOG standard. Catalyst aging factors are not available for this aftertreatment system, but emissions 
measured at 4,000 miles are presumably significantly less than the ULEV standards for 50,000 miles to 
account for catalyst degradation. 

During Phase 3, the engine control system will be developed sufficiently to provide reliable low- 
temperature cold starts and produce very low engine-out emissions. Also during Phase 3, other advanced 
aftertreatment systems will be evaluated. 



List of Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Description 

AMA 
ASTM 
BOCLE 
CAFE 
DOE 
DSP 
ECU 
EHC 
FID 
FIDHC 
FIDRCH 4 
FIDRETH 
FFV 
FTP 
IMEP 
LEV 
LFE 
MAF 
MBT 
ms 
NMHC 
NMOG 
NREL 
OEM 
PEI 
PW 
RAF 
RPECS 
RVP 
SMD 
SWRI 
TDC 
TESS 
"LEV 
ULEV 
UNLG 
Pm 

Automobile Manufacturers Association 
American Society for Testing and Materials 
Ball on Cylinder Lubrication Evaluator 
corporate average fuel economy 
U.S. Department of Energy 
digital signal processor 
engine control unit 
electrically heated catalyst 
flame ionization detector (for hydrocarbons) 
hydrocarbons measured by flame ionization detector 
FID response factor for methane 
FID response factor for ethanol 
flexible fuel vehicle 
U.S. federal test procedure (light-duty, for emissions testing) 
indicated mean effective pressure 
low-emission vehicle 
laminar flow element 
mass air flow 
minimum timing advance for best torque 
milliseconds 
hydrocarbons excluding methane 
nonmethane organic gases 
National Renewable Energy Laboratories 
original equipment manufacturer 
Petroleum Equipment Institute 
pulse width 
reactivity factor 
rapid prototyping engine control system 
Reid vapor pressure (at 100' F) 
Sauter mean diameter 
Southwest Research Institute 
top-dead-center 
Trajectory and Evaporation of Spray Systems 
transitional low emission vehicle 
ultra-low emission vehicle 
unleaded gasoline 
micrometers 
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Overall Project 

This report summarizes progress made toward developing an ethanol-fueled ULEV. The effort was 
dhided into six tasks, and the progress is reported separately for each task. However, a few items were 
not specific to one task and are discussed in this section. 

Vehicle Platform Choice 

As discussed by Bourn et al. (1994), a 1993 Ford Taurus FFV was chosen for modification to meet ULEV 
standards. The logic for choosing this vehicle was as follows. First, a significant amount of work has 
gone into developing materials suitable for use with alcohol fuels. This is especially true for fuel tanks, 
fuel pumps, fuel lines, and fuel injectors, all of which are typically of different materials than for many 
standard gasoline-fueled vehicles. Instead of working to redevelop these materials, the decision was made 
to choose a vehicle designed to be operated on alcohol fuels. In the U.S., production vehicles designed 
to operate on alcohol are all designed as FFVs, or vehicles that operate on methanol/gasoline blends in 
the range fiom 85% methanol/15% gasoline to 100% gasoline. Recently some FFVs have been designed 
to run on ethanol rather than methanol. 

Having chosen an FFV for the beginning platform, a particular manufacturer needed to be chosen. 
Because this work was funded by DOE, the vehicle had to be produced by a US.-based manufacturer. 
At the time the choice was made, GM had decided to stop producing FFVs, although there were many 
3.1-liter Chevrolet Lumina vehicles in fleets. Chrysler was switching between vehicles and engines for 
its FFVs. Therefore, the Ford Taurus FFV with the 3.0-liter Vulcan engine was chosen as the starting 
platform. An advantage of this choice was that the vehicle had low emissions to start with, meeting 
transitional low-emission vehicle ("LEV) standards. A disadvantage was the relatively old engine design, 
a push-rod, two-valve per cylinder engine with a "bathtub" combustion chamber. 

Because work was being conducted on the engine and the aftertreatment systems simultaneously, two 1993 
Ford Taurus FFVs were obtained. The first was used in the standard production form but with various 
advanced aftertreatment systems. The second was used for engine development, and the engine was 
removed and placed in an engine test cell in a refiigerated chamber. Results from both these efforts shall 
be combined in one demonstrator vehicle. 

Accelerated Schedule 

At NREL's and DOE'S request, SwRI submitted a proposal to accelerate the project from the originally 
proposed 42 months to 32 months. That proposal was approved after the end of Phase 2. That proposal 
included the development of a digital signal processor (DSP) based engine controller, the development 
and application of model-based controls with'the help of consultant Robert Weeks, consulting by Mr. 
David Gardiner concerning low-temperature cold-start, and increased efforts in managing the overall 
project and incorporating technologies developed at NREL and other laboratories. 

Technical Papers 

Two technical papers were written and the accompanying presentations given concerning this project. A 
technical paper and presentation were prepared for the 1994 Annual Automotive Technology Development 
Contractors' Coordination Meeting in Detroit. A paper was also presented at the SAE Congress in 
February 1995. This second paper described estimates of fuel evaporation rates using the trajectory and 
evaporation of spray systems (TESS) code. The calculations included estimates for bench tests, where 
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high-quality data for drop sizes and fuel vaporization rate were available for comparison with calculated 
results, and in-cylinder computations, where there is little knowledge about evaporation rates. The 
capability for in-cylinder calculations was developed on a previous NRELDOE project, and the in- 
cylinder calculations were for the Ford 3.0-liter high-compression engine being developed for this project. 
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Task I Fuel Blending and Testing 

Objective 

The objective of Task 1 was to determine the effects of ethanol fuel-additives on fuel tank flammability, 
cold startability, corrosion, wear, and lubricity. 

Introduction 

Fuel tank flammability is a safety concern that has been sometimes overlooked because very few (if any) 
fire-related accidents in automobiles have been attributed to explosions within the fuel tank. Most 
accidents involving fire are caused by fuel tank rupture. Spilled gasoline is the worst of fire hazards 
because its vapors quickly envelop the vehicle causing a tumultuous deflagration. Other fire hazards 
involve fuel leaks in the engine compartment where the hot exhaust manifold and corona discharge around 
ignition wires are potential ignition sources. 

At temperatures above -10°C (14"F), the concentration of gasoline fumes in the vapor space of an 
automotive fuel tank is above the rich flammability limit (Goodger 1980). When the fuel temperature is 
below 4 0 ° C  ( 4 0 ° F )  the vapor concentration falls below the lean flammability limit. Between -1O'C 
(14°F) and -40°C (-40°F), the vapors are flammable and could be ignited if subjected to a sufficiently 
strong ignition source. Temperatures that define the flammable range of the fuel vapor are termed the 
upper and lower temperature limits of flammability. Temperature limits of flammability are affected by 
Reid vapor pressure (RW) and fuel composition. 

A primary objective in Task 1 was to develop correlations of vapor pressure with temperature that could 
be used to predict temperature limits of flammability and cold startability. Cold start depends on the rate 
at which fuel can evaporate at low temperatures. Vapor phase equilibrium plays an important role in the 
evaporation of fuel droplets. The results of Task 1 will give important information for evaporation models 
used to predict cold start in ethanol fueled engines. 

Combustion associated corrosion and wear were discussed in Phase 1 (Bourn et al. 1994). Fuel lubricity, 
which is important to fuel pump and fuel injector wear, is a topic of the present report. It is measured 
in terms of a wear pattern produced as the result of rubbing two metal surfaces together in the presence 
of the fuel. Experience has shown that oxygenated fuels have lubricating properties similar to gasolines. 
However, alcohols absorb water, which degrades fuel lubricity. 

In Task 1, measurements of vapor pressure, temperature limits of flammability, and fuel lubricity were 
made on El00 (neat ethanol), Ed85 (85% denatured ethanol, 15% gasoline), arid various blends of neat 
ethanol and blending stocks. The effects of water absorption and dissolved oxygen on fuel lubricity are 
addressed. 
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Test Fuels 

The fuels included E100, gasoline, a baseline fuel Ed85, six blends of neat ethanol that contained 15% 
unleaded gasoline, butane, pentane, isopentane, C,/C, isomerate, and diethyl ether. In addition, six similar 
blends that contained 5% of the same additives were made. The baseline fuel Ed85 is also referred to as 
E80 because the denatured ethanol is often 5% gasoline. Hence, the terms Ed85 and E80 are 
interchangeable in this report. 

Octane Number Tests  

An outside lab determined octane numbers on the Ed85 (or E80) fuel with the results shown in Table 1-1. 
These results suggest a blending octane number (R+M)/2 for the neat ethanol was 105.7. That is, the 
gasoline lowers the (R+M)/2 octane number of neat ethanol from about 105.7 to 102.1, which is 
significantly higher than the highest octane motor gasolines. For an Ed85 dedicated vehicle as opposed 
to the flexible fuel type, the higher octane number would permit a higher compression ratio and improved 
cycle efficiency. 

Table 1-1. Octane Measurements for E80 (Ed85) (80% Ethanol, 20% Unleaded Gasoline). 

Method Octane Number 

Research (R) 104.8 

Motor (M) 99.3 

(R+M)/2 102.1 

Because water affects the octane number and the miscibility of ethanol in gasoline, the fuel blends were 
prepared with anhydrous ethanol. Desiccant breathers were installed on all opened fuel drums to prevent 
water from contaminating the fuel. The air breather tubes were closed when the fuels were not in use. 

American Society for Testing Materials Standards for Ethanol Fuel Blends 

American Society for Testing Material (ASTM) Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products and Lubricants is 
currently working on a new Standard Specification for Fuel Ethanol (Ed85-Ed70) for Automotive Spark- 
Ignition Engines. This specification defines different volatility classes for ethanol fuels throughout the U.S. 
based on geographic location and month of the year. The approach recognizes that the RVP of gasoline 
used in blending E80 should be increased to prevent problems with cold starting and driveability in cold 
weather. Southwest Research Institute is not directly involved in the ASTM effort, but the results of the 
study are important in the present project to define the fuel characteristics required for different cold-start 
conditions. This project may result in hardware that might reduce the fuel volatility requirement, but much 
work remains before that can be fully assessed. A draft copy of the proposed standard is attached as * 

Appendix A. 
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Vapor Pressure Measurements and Correlations 

Apparatus and Procedure 

I 
I' 

Vapor pressures were measured with a Grabner model CCA-VPS and a Grabner model CCA-VP equipped 
with Peltier cooler. A separate fluid'cooling apparatus was used to help the Peltier cooler reach 
temperatures below -1OC (30OF). The instruments were calibrated with 2,2-dimethyl butane and n- 
pentane standards. Fresh blends of 5% and 15% by volume of n-butane, n-pentane, i-pentane, isomerate, 
diethyl ether, and UNLG with ethanol were prepared. Their vapor pressures were determined at -14.4OC 
(6'F), -l.l°C (30°F), 21.1°C (709), 37.7OC (lOOOF), and 54.4OC (1309). The results of these vapor 
pressure measurements are shown in Table 1-2. 

Figures 1-1 through 1-3 show Clapeyron-Clausius plots of the vapor pressure data for the ethanol blends 
in Table 1-2. Significant curvature is observed in most of the plots. For each fuel, the data were 
correlated according to the expression, 

3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 . 3.8 - 
1000/T (K) 

Figure 1-1. Effect of temperature on vapor pressure of ethanolhnleaded gasoline blends. 
, .., . 
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Figure 1-3. Effect of temperature on vapor pressure of E85 blends. 
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Table 1-2. Ethanol and Ethanol Blend Vapor Pressures as  a Function of Temperature. 

1 

Vapor Pressure, kPa (psi). @ Temperature, OC (OF) 

Sample 
(Sample Label) 

E-80 (Ed-85) 

E-100 

Unleaded Gasoline 

85% Ethanol + 15% Component 
n-Butane (E85-1) 

n-Pentane (E85-2) 

Iso-Pentane (E85-3) . 

Isomerate (E85-4) 

Di-Ethyl Ether (E-85-5) 

Unleaded Gasoline (E85-6) 

95% Ethanol + 5% Component 
n-Butane (E95-1) 

n-Pentane (E95-2) 

Iso-Pentane (E95-3) 

Isomerate (E95-4) 

Di-Ethyl Ether (E95-5) 

Unleaded Gasoline (E95-6) 

-1 4.4OC 
(6.OoF) 

12.6 
(1.83) 

1.2 
(0.17) 
4.0 

(0.58) 

28.0 
(4.06) 

8.5 
(1.23) 
10.6 

(1 -54) 
8.6 

(1.25) 
4.2 

(0.61) 
6.8 

(0.99) 

12.9 
(1.87) 
4.2 

(0.61) 
5.5 

4.83 
(0.70) 
2.1 

(0.3 1) 
3.1 

(0.45) 

(0.80) 

-1.lOC 
(3OoF) 

14.0 
(2.03) 
2.3 

(0.33) 
25.8 

(3.74) 

45.6 
(6.61) 
14.0 

(2.03) 
18.1 

(2.63) 
15.0 

(2.18) 
7.4 

(1 -07) 
11.6 

(1.68) 

20.8 
(3.02) 

7.3 
(1.06) 

8.8 
(1.28) 

7.5 

4.6 
(0.67) 

5.8 
(0.84) 

(1.09) 

21.1OC 
(7OoF) 
27.6 

(4.00) 
5.9 

(0.86) 
53.3 

(7.73) 

88.3 
(12.8) 
33.1 

(4.80) 
41.0 

. 34.8 
(5.05) 
18.4 

(2.67) 
24.2 

(3.51) 

(5.95) 

41.1 
(5.96) 
16.9 

(2.45) 
19.7 

(2.86) 
17.3 

(2.51) 
10.3 

(1.49) 
12.4 

(1.80) 

37.7OC 
(1 OOOF) 

50.8 
(7.38) 
16.6 

(2.41) 
89.8 

(13.0) 

140.0 
(20.3 1) 

62.0 

73.8 
(10.7) 
64.2 

(9.32) 
37.4 

(5.42) 
44.9 

(6.5 1) 

(9.0) 

68.6 

34.1 
(4.96) 
37.8 

34.6 
(5.03) 
23.7 
(5.03) 
26.2 
(3.81) 

(9.95) 

(5.49) 

54.4OC 
(1 3OoF) 

88.1 
(12.8 
36.5 

(5.29) 
141.8 
(20.6) 

212.0 
(30.7) 
108.1 
(15.7) 
124.0 

110.7 
(16.0) 
69.5 

78.6 
(1 1.4) 

(1 8.0) 

(10.0) 

108.5 
(15.7) 
63.7 

(9.24) 
68.4 

(9.92) 
63.7 

(9.24) 
47.7 

(6.92) 
50.9 

(7.38) 

B C  Ln(P,,) = A  -E - + - 
T T2 

where P, is the vapor pressure, T is the absolute temperature, and A, By and C are fuel dependent 
constants. Equation 1-1 is an extension of the Clapeyron-Clausius equation where the term, C/T2, was 
added to account for the nonlinearity of the curves shown in Figures 1-1 through 1-3. Table 1-3 lists the 
parameters A, B, and C for the various fuels that have been examined. 
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Table 143. Correlating Parameters for Vapor Pressure Expressions: Ln(P) = A + B/T + C/T2, 
Units: P in kPa, T in Degrees K. 

Fuel Description Code Name A .  B C 
Unleaded Gasoline UNLG 11-34 -1,520.0 -1.878 x IO5 
Neat Ethanol E l  00 38.36 -17,040.0 1.855 x 1 O6 

Ethanol - 20% UNLG E80 37.98 -17,660.0 2.193 x IO6 
Ethanol - 15% n-Butane E85-1 13.29 -2,692.0 3.050 x io4 
Ethanol - 15% n-Pentane E85-2 21.81 -7,541 .O 6.340 x io5 
Ethanol - 15% iso-Pentane E85-3 18.06 -5,365.0 3.368 x io5 
Ethanol - 15% C&, Isomerate E85-4 18.87 -5,817.0 3.856 x io5 

Ethanol - 15% UNLG E85-6 21 -61 -7,751 .O 6.879 x io5 
Ethanol - 5% n-Butane E95-1 16.49 -4,853.0 3.236 x io5 
Ethanol - 5% n-Pentane E95-2 25.21 -9,701 .O 9.190 x io5 
Ethanol - 5% iso-Pentane E95-3 25.68 -1 0,110.0 1.012 x IO6 

Ethanol - 5% Diethyl Ether E95-5 24.45 -9,099.0 7.708 x io5 

Ethanol - 15% Diethyl Ether E85-5 23.88 -8,768.0 7.661 x IO5 

Ethanol- 5% C5/Cs lsomerate E954 28.55 -1 1,760.0 1.237 x 1 O6 

Ethanol - 5% UNLG E95-6 26.57 -10,600.0 1.041 x IO6 

Curvature is caused by changes in the heat of vaporization with temperature and the effect of temperature 
on the solubility of the additive in ethanol. At lower temperatures, the nonpolar hydrocarbon additives 
become less miscible in ethanol so their vapor pressure dependence on concentration becomes more 
nonideal. Nonideal solutions have higher vapor pressures because the components act more independently 
to produce the observed vapor pressure. All ethanol-hydrocarbon solutions are nonideal, so lowering the 
temperature tends enhance that effect (make the solutions more nonideal). In conbast, the E95-5 and E 8 5  
5. blends of ethanol and diethyl ether have much lower vapor pressures than the ethanol-hydrocarbon 
blends because diethyl ether forms a nearly ideal solution with ethanol. 

However, a more detailed analysis of the data involving parameters such as equivalence ratio, fuel-air 
ratio, and measured flammability limits was desired. The vapor pressure temperature correlations 
represented by Equation 1-1 are used with literature data on flammability limits to predict the upper 
temperature limits of flammability given in the next section. 
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Flammability Limit Data 

Apparatus 

The apparatus used in this study was similar to those used by Fanick et al. (1990) and Lawson et al. 
(1987) to measure flammability limits of fuel vapors. The combustion vessel shown in Figure 1-4 was 
a 500-mL three-neck round-bottom Pyrex flask. The flask dimensions were sufficient to preclude 
wallquenching effects on the flammability limits (Zabertakis 1952; Coward and Jones 1952). The 
electrodes for ignition and the thermocouples for measuring fuel temperature were mounted in rubber 
stoppers that were placed in ports of the round bottom flask. The igniter electrodes consisted of two 10- 
cm lengths of 1Pgauge copper wire mounted in parallel 12.7-mm apart in the stopper. The copper 
electrodes were sharpened to a point and bent at the ends to form a 2.5-mm spark-gap at the center of the 
flask. The electrodes were insulated with a polyethylene sheath up to where they were bent to form the 
spark-gap. An automotive spark coil capable of producing a continuous 400-Hz oscillating arc discharge 
was used to ignite the fuel vapors. 

In fuel tanks, one ignition source of concern is a spark created by a triboelectric source charge 
accumulation in the fuel. Another source is a person charged with static electricity standing next to an 
open fuel tank. van Dolah et al. (1963) gave an interesting example; if an average-sized man with a 
capacitance of 300 pF builds up a charge of 10,000 volts, a discharge with an energy of 15 mJ could be 
initiated. From this standpoint, the automotive spark coil igniter, which produced a highly visible arc 
between the electrodes, was assumed to be an overwhelming ignition source. 

. I  

Figure 1-4. Flammability test apparatus. 
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Procedure 

20 u 
0 

The combustion vessel was filled with 25 mL of test fuel. It was agitated to wet the walls of'the flask 
so the fuel would evaporate and mix with the air. The flask was immersed in a constant temperature 
isopropanol/water bath controlled to withiin 0.5OC. It required about 30 minutes for the liquid fuel and 
bath temperatures to equilibrate. An attempt was made to ignite the fuel-air mixture about 20 minutes 
after the liquid fuel and bath temperatures reached equilibrium. The temperature limits of flammability . 
were determined by trial and error. 

OElOO 
0395-5 Upper Limit 0 

- Lower Limit EI - 
DE1oo 0385-5 

At the start of testing, a presumed bath temperature was chosen. If ignition occurred at the chosen 
temperature, it would be characterized as weak, medium, or strong, depending on the aural (visual) 
intensity of the explosion. If the explosion was weak, the conditions were very close to the temperature 
limit of flammability. Therefore, in the next test the bath temperature would be raised just a few degrees. 
If no ignition occurred, the temperature limit was within a few degrees of the bath temperature in the last 
test. Once the temperature limit of flammability was bracketed to within a few degrees, tests were 
per€o&ed in l0C increments to achieve accuracy to within 1OC. 

Results 

Rich and lean flammability limits were measured, and are presented in Table 1-4. Figure 1-5 shows the 
flammability results fiom Table 1-4 plotted versus the RVP, which is the vapor pressure measured at 
37.7OC (lOOoF), fiom Table 1-2. The flammability limits correlate with the RVP, except those data that 
are tagged with labels. The labels in Figure 1-5 correspond with those defined in Table 1-2. The 
flammability limits may be predicted fiom the Reidvapor pressures except for the mixtures with n-butane, 
diethyl ether, and neat ethanol. 

-80 
I I I 1 I I 

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 
I... - RVP, kPa . 

Figure 1-5. Temperature limits of flammability of ethanol blends containing 
5% and 15% fuel additive. 
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The relationship between fuel vapor pressure and flammability limits was investigated further to determine 
how the flammability limits may be accurately predicted fiom the vapor pressures. This is important in 
estimating both engine cold startability and fuel tank flammability. N-butane shows a different 
flammability versus vapor pressure than the other mixtures because it forms a less ideal solution with 
ethanol; i.e., it does not follow Raoult's law for vapor pressures of mixtures. In contrast, the di-ethyl 
ether and ethanol form a relatively ideal mixture, which explains why ether blends do not show the same 
correlation of flammability limits versus RVP as the other blends. For the ethanol blends, much of the 
flammability is due to the hydrocarbon fkactions. 

For neat ethanol, only the ethanol vapors are available for combustion. Because of the different 
stoichiometry for ethanol combustion, more fuel vapor is required, which increases the temperature limit 
for flammable mixtures above that of the ethanol blends. The El00 and blends that contain n-butane and 
diethyl ether presumably deviate fiom the general dependence of temperature limit versus RVP because 
of differences in stoichiometry. As an example, the air-fuel ratio for stoichiometric combustion of 
gasoline is about 14.6, but ethanol is 9.01. The lean flammability limits for both materials are roughly 
at an equivalence ratio of 0.5, but this is an air-fuel ratio of about 29 for gasoline/air and 18 for 
ethanoVair mixtures. 

Table 1-4. EthanollEthanol Blends Flammability Test Results. 

Sample Flammability Limits 

Upper "C (Rich) 

E80 -1 5 

El00 33 

Unleaded Gasoline -27 

-40 

-1 5 

-20 

-1 5 

-1 0 

-8 

-30 

-5 

-1 0 

95% ETOH +5% Isomerate -9 

25 

-9 

85% ETOH + 15% n-Butane 

85% ETOH + 15% n-Pentane 

85% ETOH + 15% Iso-Pentane 

85% ETOH +15% Isomerate 

85% ETOH + 15% Di-Ethyl Ether 

85% ETOH + 15% Unleaded Gasoline 

95% ETOH + 5% n-Butane 

95% ETOH + 5% n-Pentane 

95% ETOH + 5% Iso-Pentane 

95% ETOH + 5% Di-Ethyl Ether 

95% ETOH + 5% Unleaded Gasoline 

~~~ ~ ~ 

Lower oc (Lean) 
-45 

12 

-54 

-69 

-40 

-46 

-39 

-25 

-35 

-62 

-28 

-33 

-33 

-7 

-34 
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To account for variations in fuel composition, a simple computer model was written to use the vapor 
pressure measurements of the blends to estimate the molar ratios of ethanol and the additive, and then 
compute the equivalence ratio for the blends, accounting for the different fuel-air ratios required for the 
components. A computer code was written to calculate the upper and lower temperature limits of 
flammability fiom the vapor pressure and flammability limit data 

The calculations were perl?onned by assuming that the partial pressure of ethanol, PEy in the fuel blend 
is equal to, 

(1-2) 

where XE is the mole fixtion of ethanol in the liquid phase, and PN is the vapor pressure of neat ethanol. 
The partial pressure, PAY of the fuel additive, e.g., butane, pentane, etc., was determined as, 

where Pm is the vapor pressure of the fuel blend. The mole % of ethanol vapory C, and additive vapor, 
CAY were expressed as, 

where P, is the total pressure, e.g., the atmospheric pressure., 

Flammability limit data for neat ethanol and the pure components, n-butane, n-pentane, i-pentane, and 
diethyl ether were obtained fiom the literature (Hodgman 1957). The flammability limits of the vapors 
fiom unleaded gasoline were weighted about 70% butane and 30% pentane. The vapors fiom the 
isomerate were weighted about 70% pentane and 30% hexane. More accurate vapor compositions could 
have been determined by speciating the vapor space, but they were not. 

Various approaches were used in combining the flammability limits of the components to arrive at the 
flammability limit of the ethanol-additive mixture. The following method of combining flammability 
limits was used. First, Equation 1-6 below was used to calculate the stoichiometric air-fuel ratios, AFRsTy 
of the components. 
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The variables x, y, and z are the numbers of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms respectively. The 
factors FA and FE were calculated via, 

and, 

FA = 1-F, 

where AFR(E),, and AFR(A),, are the stoichiometric air-fuel ratios for ethanol and the additive. The 
flammability limit of the mixture, h, is then expressed as, 

LM = FAE+FALA (1-9) 

where and LA are the respective flammability limits of ethanol and the additive. 

Finally, the temperature limit of flammability is determined when the Equation 1-10 below is satisfied. 

LM = CE+CA (1-10) 

Table 1-5 shows the upper temperature limits of flammability that were calculated by an iterative 
technique involving Equations 1-1 through 1-10. The calculations were performed by making incremental 
changes in temperature until the temperature satisfied condition of Equation 1-10. 



Table 1-5. Comparison of Calculated with Measured Temperature Limits of Flammability. 

Fuel Blend Upper Temperature Limits Lower Temperature 
of Flammability Limits of Flammability 

("C) ("C) 
Meas. Calc. Meas. Calc. 

E100 33 36.5 12 13.5 

ULG -27 -26 -54 -53 

EtOH + 15% n-Butane -40 -43.5 -69 -70 

EtOH + 15% n-Pentane -1 5 ' -16 -40 -56 

EtOH + '1 5% Iso-Pentane -20 -20 -46 -56 

EtOH + 15% Isomerate -1 5 -1 7 -39 , -51 

EtOH + 15% Diethyl Ether 10 12 -25 -29 

EtOH + 15% ULG -8 -8 . -35 -49 

EtOH + 5% n-Butane -30 -26 -62 -62 

EtOH + 5% n-Pentane -5 4 -28 -37 

EtOH + 5% Iso-Pentane -1 0 -2 -33 -59 

EtOH + 5% Isomerate -9 2 -33 -1 06 

EtOH + 5% Diethyl Ether 25 25 -7 -1 0 

EtOH + 5% ULG -9 15 -25 -23 

EtOH + 20% ULG -1 5 -1 7 -45 Error 

* An error occurred in the iteration scheme for this fuel blend. This will be investigated further. 

The results of the calculations were strongly dependent on the literature values of the flammability limits. 
For example, the flammability limits of ethanol given by Hodgman (1957) are 3.28 and 18.95 mole % 
in air. When these values are used, the calculated lower and upper limits of flammability are 6°C and 
41OC respectively. The calculated limits for neat ethanol in Table 1-5 are based on lower and upper 
flammability limits of 4.4 and 14.3 mole % respectively measured in a combustion bomb (Naegeli and 
Weatherford 1989). 

A similar problem arises in computing the temperature limits of the ethanol/diethyl ether blends. 
Hodgman (1957) gives flammability limits of 1.85 and 36.5 mole % in air for diethyl ether. The lower 
limit of 1.85 seems reasonable, but the measured upper temperature limits indicate that the upper 
flammability limit of diethyl ether is much lower than the literature value. Rich limits in the literature 
are often too high because they include cool flame reactions that give rise to chemiluminescence when 
there is no heat release or pressure rise accompanying the ignition process. The calculated values in Table 
1-4 for the ethanol/l5% diethyl ether and ethanol/5% diethyl ether blends were determined assuming that 
the upper flammability limit of diethyl ether is 12.5 mole % in air. This is substantially lower than the 
literature value of 36.5 mole %. Hence, fiom the standpoint of fuel tank flammability, we recommend 
that the flammability limits of diethyl ether and probably several other oxygenates should be reexamined. 
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There was good agreement between measured and calculated upper and lower temperature limits of 
UNLG, E95, ethanoVl5% n-butane and ethanol/5% n-butane blends. The agreement was good between 
measured and calculated upper limits, but poor between the lower limits of E85, and the blends of ethanol 
with 15% n-pentane, iso-pentane, and isomerate. The agreement was poor in upper ind lower temperature 
limits of the ethanol blends containing 5% n-pentane, iso-pentane and isomerate. For the upper 
temperature limit, the problem seems not to be in the flammability limits of the additives, n-pentane, iso- 
pentane and isomerate, because the agreement was good in the 15% blends. However, the calculated 
lower temperature limits were well below the measured limits for both the 5% and 15% blends of ethanol 
that contained n-pentane, iso-pentane and isomerate. Increasing the lower flammability limits of n- 
pentane, iso-pentane, and isomerate by 30% made an improvement of only a few degrees in the calculated 
lower temperature limits. Because the literature values of the lower flammability limits are relatively 
accurate, the problem seems to be related to the accuracy of the vapor pressure expressions (see Equation 
1-1). 

Because of the curvature in the Clapeyron-Clausius plots of vapor pressure versus temperature, there is 
some question of the accuracy of the low temperature data If there are inaccuracies in the database, 
extrapolations of vapor pressures to temperature beyond the range of the database could yield erroneous 
vapor pressure values. To resolve the problem, we recommend that the vapor pressures be rerun on 
freshly blended mixtures of E80 and all the ethanol blends. 

Fuel Lubricity 

Fuel lubricity was measured with a Ball on Cylinder Lubrication Evaluator (BOCLE). In the BOCLE test, 
a steel ball locked in a fixed position rides on a rotating steel cylinder that is immersed in the test fluid. 
The contact fiictional load between the ball and cylinder is controlled by a weight applied to a lever that 
forces the ball against the cylinder. The wear rates are measured in terms of the diameter of the wear scar 
on the steel ball. The wear scar is elliptical so its diameter is determined as the average of its width and 
length. Fuel lubricity is inversely proportional to the wear scar diameter. 

In the standard BOCLE procedure, the test fluid is purged with room temperature air at a relative humidity 
of 10%. Purging with air is applicable to lubricating oils and middle distillate fuels, but is seldom used 
with volatile fuels such as gasoline, ethanol, and ethers. It causes the fuel to evaporate and cool, and in 
some instances, fuels such as alcohols extract a large amount of water from the air. Because water has 
a significant effect on wear in the BOCLE test, there was no air purging of the ethanol and gasoline 
blends examined in the present study. 

The results shown in Table 1-6 are interesting in that the wear scar diameter for ethanol is less than that 
for UNLG gasoline. Intuitively, it would seem that gasoline, which contains relatively high molecular 
weight hydrocarbons, would be a better lubricant than ethanol. There are various theories why ethanol 
is a better lubricant. One explanation is that ethanol’s relatively high polarity causes it to adhere to the 
metal surface and act as a protective cushion. 
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Table 1-6. Fuel Lubricity Determined from Wear Tests with 
the Ball on Cylinder Lubrication Evaluator. 

Fuel Blend Wear Scar  Diameter, mm 

UNLG 0.60 

Ethanol + 20% UNLG 0.59 

Ethanol + 15% UNLG 0.53 

Ethanol + 5% UNLG 0.52 . 

Neat Ethanol 0.50 

Neat Methanol 0.44 

An alternative theory assumes that ethanol has a higher resistance to oxidation than the hydrocarbons in 
gasoline. Tribologists conclude that very high lubricant temperatures are produced in the wear zone when 
aspirates on the metal surfaces make contact. The fuels almost always contain some dissolved oxygen, 
so the high temperatures cause the fuel to autoxidize. Corrosive substances such as peroxides and 
carboxylic acids may be among the oxidation products. 

Wear rates usually decrease dramatically when dissolved oxygen is removed from the test fluid. If the test 
fluid is thoroughly purged with nitrogen to remove the dissolved oxygen before the test, and also purged 
with nitrogen throughout the test, the wear scar is greatly reduced. 

Table 1-7 shows the results of recent experiments performed to determine the effect of removing oxygen 
on the lubricity of alcohols. The nitrogen and air used in the tests were preconditioned with 10% relative 
humidity at room temperature. The alcohols were absolute water free at the start of the test, but no doubt 
absorbed a significant amount of water during the test. Methanol and ethanol literally extract moisture 
from the air; the effect is much less with propanol, and relatively weak with butanol. The experiments 
"with air" and "with nitrogen" were performed in the same way so the effect of humidity on both tests 
was the same. 

Table 1-7. Ball On Cylinder Lubrication Evaluator Tests on Alcohols with and without 
Oxygen. 

~~~ 

Alcohol Fuel . Type of Aeration 

with Air With Nitrogen 
Methanol 0.53 0.51 

Ethanol 0.83 0.47 

Propanol 0.72 0.56 

Butanol 0.66 0.50 

Oxygen had little or no effect on the lubricity of methanol, but lubricity increased in jet fuels and diesel 
fuels when the oxygen was removed. The effect of dissolved oxygen on the other alcohols, particularly 
ethanol, was substantial. Preliminary work has shown that methanol has a relatively high oxidation 
stability. Because ethanol is more akin to a hydrocarbon, it probably has a lower oxidative stability than 
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methanol. Theoretically the oxidation products such as peroxides and carboxylic acids cause metal 
corrosion, which enhances the wear process. 

6 conclusion, the lubricity of neat ethanol compares favorably with gasoline, but contamination with water 
and dissolved oxygen exacerbates the wear in ethanol more so than in gasoline. 



Task 2 Fuel Storage and Handling System Design 

Objective 

The objective of this task was to evaluate material compatibility issues, and specifically to examine 
ethanol- related wear in fuel injectors. 

- Discussion of Material Compatibility Issues 

Bourn et al. 1994 listed the materials in the fuel system of the 1993 Ford Taurus FFV, and discussed 
compatibility with ethanol and ethanollgasoline blends. The original intent of this task was to ensure that 
the materials would be compatible with ethanol and ethanol blends through testing and discussions with 
material experts. 

Because of the new enhanced evaporative emissions regulations, many fuel line components used in 
current FFV, such as the 1993 Ford Taurus FFVs purchased for this project, will not be suitable in future 
vehicles. For example, fuel lines and elastomers in O-rings in current FFVs have high enough permeability 
that they will not pass the enhanced evaporative emissions test, according to Ford engineers. Therefore, 
durability testing with these components, as originally proposed, is no longer suitable. The new materials 
that will pass enhanced evaporative emissions standards are either still being developed or are proprietary, 
and are not available for testing. This section summarizes some areas where new materials are required. 

Ford staff members were consulted about materials currently used in the Taurus FFV and material changes _- 

Ford is making to meet the enhanced evaporative emission standards. Most current materials are 
unsuitable for the more stringent requirements of the enhanced evaporative standard, and Ford is replacing 
them with more suitable materials. Several areas are discussed below. 

The current fuel tank is a high-density polyethylene with a fluorinated interior surface. This tank will not 
meet the new standards, and future vehicles will be fitted with a metal tank that may be coated with a 
plastic or polymer. 

__ 

- 
Flexible fuel lines used to connect the fuel tank. to the fuel lines are a potential problem for evaporative 
emissions. These lines must be flexible and have 150% elongation to be crash worthy. Many materials 
that have the flexibility are permeable and sources of evaporative emissions. The solution to these 
problems is not known-at th is  time. 

Fuel line connectors are sealed using viton O-rings with a high fluorine content. These O-rings have 
permeability problems. Ford is currently investigating several materials to replace viton in the fuel system. 
At this time these materials are proprietary. -- 

O-rings and seals currently in the fuel system have been acquired for compatibility testing. Data for 
elastomer swell for many of the materials have been found, and were included in the design report (Bourn 
et al. 1994). 

The enhanced evaporative standard is apparently forcing the use of new materials. Therefore, the value _-  
of testing the current materials is unclear. 
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Two components that often give trouble in FFVs are the fuel pumps and the fuel injectors. Although 
occasional problems have been reported in earlier FFVs when the vehicles are operated on methanol (for 
which the fuel system was designed), very few problems have been reported with ethanol. 

Fuel Injector Wear Testing 

For the above reasons, the focus of the durability testing for this task has been shifted from overall fuel 
system durability testing to testing fuel injectors and fuel pumps that are not expected to require materials 
changes for enhanced evaporative emissions. The interest in testing the fuel pumps is strictly durability, 
but the interest in testing the fuel injectors is fuel leakage and injector performance degradation. There 
is much current interest in gasoline-fueled engines in leakage past the fuel injector seats when the engine 
is turned off and the fuel line remains pressurized. The line must remain pressurized to avoid vapor lock 
(fuel boiling in the line during heat soak-back). Any fuel leaking past the valve seat collects in the intake 
port and manifold, and introduces a large hydrocarbon spike on the next start-up. This cannot be corrected 
with fueling strategy, because the amount of leakage is unknown and the engine must be fueled 
sufficiently to start on the first cylinders to receive fuel. 

Researchers must determine whether the ethanol fuel injectors begin to leak more after some usage, and 
whether they are better or worse than gasoline injectors in their leakage and wear characteristics. A test 
plan was developed in Phase 2 for these tests based on SAE Procedure J1832 (attached as Appendix B). 
The testing will be conducted during Phase 3. This procedure provides some guidelines for performing 
the injector leak rate test, but it also leaves significant room for variations in test procedures between 
different laboratories. 

Several industry sources have suggested that alcohol fuels can affect the durability and performance of 
fuel injectors. In particular, injectors have been subject to erosion and wear of the nozzle seat and orifices 
resulting in variation in fuel flow and injector leakage. Experiments will be conducted on El00 and E80 
fuels to evaluate their effects on fuel injector performance and durability. As a baseline for comparison, 
a national average gasoline will be used. The experiments will be conducted in accordance with SAE 
J1832. 

SAE Standard J1832 speciiies test procedures for evaluating gasoline fuel injectors. It covers al l  aspects 
of the fuel injectors, including spray distribution and coil dynamics, but only the static flow rate, the 
dynamic flow, and the seat leakage rate are typically of interest for durability experiments. The static flow 
rate is the maximum flow of the injector and is achieved when the injector is energized in the fully open 
position. The dynamic flow is the measured fuel delivered per puke of the injector when energized at 
2.5-ms pulse width (Pv and a 10-ms period. 

Test Plan for Fuel Injector Wear Testing 

Test Fuels: The injectors will be evaluated on E100, E80, and a national average gasoline. For 
performance testing, a standard calibration fluid will be used as the test fluid: 

Injectors: Fuel injectors from the Ford Taurus will be used. A minimum of 18 injectors will be tested, 
six injectors for each fuel. 

Performance Parameters: Each injector will be evaluated for static flow rate, dynamic flow, and seat 
leakage. 
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Test Duration: The injectors will be operated for approximately 900 million cycles at a 2.5 ms PW and 
5 ms period. 

Frequency of Performance Checks: Each injector will be evaluated according to the following schedule: 

0 cycles 
100 x lo6 cycles 
At 100 x lo6 cycle intervals until the end of testing. 

Alternative Fuels Refueling Conference and Trade Show 

On March 17 and 18, 1994, Terry Gray attended the Alternative Fuels Refueling Conference and Trade 
Show put on by the Petroleum Equipment Institute (PEI) in Orlando, Florida. Technical sessions included 
discussions of refuelingldistribution equipment interface requirements, problems, and successes with each 
of the alternative fuels (LPG, methanol, ethanol, CNG, and LNG). 

More than 700 people attended, representing manufacturers, distributors, installers, and fuel distributors. 
Most of the exhibits were related to CNG, but alcohol'fuel tolerant equipment was shown by several 
manufacturers of pumps and dispensing equipment. Separate conversations with representatives of 
Goodyear (hoses), Ford, and the California Energy Commission, as well as information fkom the sessions, 
indicated some remaining compatibility issues. However, there was the strong feeling that, once identified, 
the problems would be solved by the companies involved. 

There was also the caution to look at compatibility not only fkom the standpoint of the fuel's effect on 
the material, but also fiom how the fuel might be af5ected by the interaction. An example is the 
sensitivity of aluminum to the alcohol fuels, which results not only in corroded aluminum parts, but also 
in plugged filters and injectors fkom the aluminum compounds in the fuel. 

A significant number of independent fuel distributors in the Midwest install ethanol fuel dispensers in 
addition to federal, state, and regional programs, so contact with these groups will provide important 
feedback to this program. 
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Task 3 Engine System Assembly and Testing 

, 

0 bjectives 

There were several objectives of task 3 of Phase 2. First, the 3.0-liter engine needed to be removed fiom 
the Ford Taurus FFV, and modified as determined during Phase 1, and detailed in the design report 
(Bourn et al. 1994). Second, the modified engine had to be mounted in the test cell that had been 
modified with the addition of a refiigerated chamber. Third, the SwRI RPECS engirie controller hardware 
and software had to be developed sufficiently to perform steady-state testing and cranking/start-up tests. 
The final objective was to determine minimum timing advance for best torque (MBT) timing, volumetric 
efficiencies, and other parameters needed by the engine controller, as well as to begin determining start-up 
strategies. 

Engine Test Cell Setup 

Because low-temperature cold-starting is an important issue with alcohol-fueled engines, a refiigeration 
system and cold box were installed in the test cell. The cold box originally planned for this project was 
not serviceable, so a new cold box was used along with the existing compressors and heat exchangers. 
Significant problems have been encountered with leaks in the refiigeration system, but the system with 
engine installed routinely reached -18OC (OOF), and on some occasions lower temperatures. 

The test cell was set up to accommodate the refiigerated chamber 3.0 m x 3.0 m x 2.4 m (10 ft. x 10 ft. 
x 8 ft.) with the engine installed inside the chamber. The engine cooling system was set up with two 
completely independent cooling loops. The first cooling loop was used for low-temperature cold starts 
and consisted of a radiator and fan inside the refiigerated box, a pump to circulate the water even with 
the engine stopped, and the necessary plumbing. The second system was used for steady-state testing at 
higher power conditions and used a heat exchanger to cool the engine coolant with water tower cooling 
water. The engine water pump was used to circulate water in this cooling loop. Thus, the first cooling 
loop cooled the engine to very cold temperatures for cold starting and low power operation, but could not 
maintain cold temperatures at higher engine powers. The second loop was the standard cooling loop that 
could maintain any engine temperature fiom about 35OC (95OF) to 120°C (248OF) or higher. 

The engine is a 3-liter V-6 Ford adapted to run on M85 or gasoline, or any mixture of the two. The 
principal modifications by the OEM fiom the gasoline engine include higher flow rate injectors that have 
materials suitable for alcohol fuels, an extra starting injector that provides high flow rates for low- 
temperature starts, and a different ignition system that uses a 36-tooth gear and solid-state ignition. This 
engine was removed from a vehicle that included an automatic transmission, but it was desirable for test 
cell operation to include a clutch between the engine and the dynamometer. Unfortunately, the engine 
block casting is different for Ford 3.0-liter engines that are to be used with automatic and manual 
transmissions. Therefore, a standard bell housing and clutch cannot be attached to a Ford 3.0-liter built 
for an automatic transmission. These components had to be constructed that would mate with the existing 
engine. The clutch is operated with an air solenoid, so the engine may be started without any load, but 
the load is applied after start-up. The engine is connected through the clutch to a dynamometer and an 
electric motor. The dynamometer is used to absorb the load fiom the engine, and the electric motor to 
motor the engine for various testing. 

Fuel flow is read with a MicroMotion Coriolis mass flowmeter. Because Coriolis forces respond to mass 
flow, the output is not affected by the fuel density, pressure, or temperature. A significant hction of the 
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fuel that flows to the engine is recirculated to the fuel tank, so several pressure regulators and an extra 
fuel loop were used to measure only the fuel being used by the engine. Both the instantaneous and 
cumulative fuel mass flows measured by the MicroMotion can be compared with the calculated fuel mass 
flow in the RPECS engine controller that is derived from the fuel injector pulse width and the fuel 
differential pressure, with a correction.for battery voltage, which affects the injector opening time. These 
flow rates typically agree to within 10 % or better. Because the fuel can heat up by recirculating through 
the system if the fuel pump is on but the engine is not running, a heat exchanger with cooling tower water 
is used to maintain a constant fuel temperature. 

Air flow into the engine is measured three different ways. A laminar flow element (LE) is part of the 
test cell instrumentation and is sampled as part of the low-speed data acquisition, and is also fed to the 
RPECS engine controller. The production engine is supplied with a hot-wire mass air flow (MAF) sensor. 
This signal is filtered using a pi filter as suggested by Ford, and is fed to the RPECS engine controller. 
The engine has also been fitted with a manifold air pressure (MAP) sensor (a GM production MAP 
sensor), and this is used to compute air flow by a standard speed-density calculation. A speed-density 
calculation of air flow multiplies engine speed by engine displacement, volumetk efficiency, and air 
density in the intake manifold. 

The LFE air flow measurement provides an accurate reference for steady-state air flow, but cannot be used 
on the vehicle. The MAF sensor and the speed-density calculations can be used to compute air flow on 
the vehicle, with each having advantages and disadvantages compared to the other. The speed-density 
calculation based on the MAP sensor computes air flow at the intake valves, which is where the fuel is 
injected and therefore gives a more accurate measure of the air flow to meter the fuel. In contrast, the 
MAF sensor measures air flow at the throttle plate. However, because the MAF measures air flow 
upstream of the MAP sensor, it provides some lead-time information that is helpful in transients. In 
addition, the MAF sensor provides some serendipitous transient fueling compensation, since on tipins 
(accelerations) the intake manifold filling event causes an instantaneously higher flow rate of air at the 
throttle plate than at the valves. This helps to compensate for the fact that not a l l  the fuel injected makes 
it directly into the cylinders, as some of it hangs up on the walls. 

In addition to these three independent measurements of air flow, a calculation of air flow will be added 
in the RPECS engine controller based on throttle angle, pressure differential across the throttle plate, and 
discharge coefficient of the throttle plate as a function of throttle angle and pressure differential. This will 
be used to compute air flows and manifold air pressure, and it should be possible to compute the values 
with low noise faster than they can be measured. This is very important to transient compensation. 

Engine Modifications 

Bourn et al. (1994), described three modifications as planned for the Ford 3.0-liter engine. All three were 
carried out as planned. First, the compression ratio was raised from 9.3 to 11.0 by removing some 
material from the head and from the block, and by including a dome on the piston. Detailed drawings 
and dimensions were provided in the Design Report, and some of those procedures are also summarized 
below. Second, .air-assist injectors as previously described were mounted onto the engine. Some 
atomization results are provided below. Third, because of the other engine modifications, the engine could 
not be operated using the standard Ford EEC N engine controller. Therefore, a SwRI RPECS was 
developed for the 3.0-liter engine. Many details of the RPECS control system were described in the 
Design Report, and further details are provided under Task 6 of this report. 
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Increased Compression Rafio 

The engine was removed from the vehicle, disassembled, and modified to increase the compression ratio 
from 9.3 to 11.0. This modification was to take advantage of the very high octane number of ethanol by 
improving the cycle efficiency. Typical efficiency increases are 3% per one unit of Compression ratio. 
The cooling effect of ethanol is also predicted to improve the cycle efficiency by reducing compression 
work. 

Figure 3-1 shows the dimensions of the Ford 3.0-liter reciprocating components and combustion chamber. 
Table 3-1 shows the calculations based on these dimensions for increased compression ratios. The piston 
face-to-block deck clearance was 0.49 mm (0.019 in.) which was reduced by rdling the block surface, 
achieving a zero deck height and removing 3.07 cc (0.187 ci) from the clearance volume. The original 
cylinder head combustion chamber volume was measured to be 49.6 cc (3.03 ci), and Table 3-1 gives 
compression ratios corresponding to volume removed from the chamber when the head was milled 0.71 
mm (0.040 in.). Calculations were performed for reducing the clearance volume by machining the 
cylinder head and block gasket surfaces the maximum safe amount. 

Table 3-1. Ford 3.0-liter FfV - Cylinder Modifications. 

Original Dimensions Modified Dimensions 

Combustion Chamber Volume 

Head Gasket Volume 

Piston-to-Deck Volume 

Ring Crevice Volume 

Valve Relief Volume 

Piston Dome Volume 

Clearance Volume 
Swept Volume 

Compression Ratio 

48.56 cc 

7.69 cc 

3.07 cc 

0.58 cc 

0.34 cc 

0 cc 

60.24 cc 
498.13 cc 

9.27: 1 

Mill Head 0.71 mm (0.028 in) 

Mill Block 0.49 mm (0.019 in) 

1.01 mm (0.040 in) height 

45.06 cc 

7.69 cc 

0 cc 

0.58 cc 

0.34 cc 
4.0 cc 

47.42 cc 
498.13 cc 

11.03:l 

A maximum compression ratio of approximately 10.4:l can be achieved by the machining procedures 
alone. The target compression ratio of 11:l was achieved by adding pistons with a small dome volume 
of 4.0 cc (0.244 ci). The combination of cylinder head and block machining and pistons with a very small 
dome achieved the desired compression ratio for increased engine efficiency while minimi;r.ing the quench 
volume. However, although the increased compression ratio should increase engine efficiency, the 
hydrocarbon and nitric oxide emissions are expected to increase, making it more difficult to meet uL;EV 
targets. The tradeoff between efficiency and emissions by adjusting compression ratio is fundamental, and 
therefore, difficult to avoid. 

Air-Assist Fuel Injectors 

Air-assist injectors were constructed for this project by fitting fuel-air mixing caps over the OEM FFV 
fuel injectors. The OEM fuel injectors are pintle injectors suitable in materials of construction and flow 
rate for alcohol-fueled engines. Fueling rates for M85 are about twice that of gasoline, and fueling rates 
for ethanol are about 1.6 times that of gasoline. Because the OEM injectors were designed for M85, their 
flow capacity is oversized for ethanol fuels, but can meet the maximum flow rate requirements. 
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Figure 3-1. Piston and cornbustlon chamber for Ford Taurus 3.0.llter V-6. . 
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The fuel-air mixing caps were designed to be used in the standard manifold. However, the injectors had 
to be raised slightly to accommodate the mixing caps, and this resulted in interference with the intake 
manifold on one side of the engine. Therefore, a spacer of about 8.1-mm (0.319 in.) thick was added to 
the intake manifold to provide sufficient clearance for the injectors with the caps. Also, the mounting 
brackets for the fuel rail had to be modified to account for the slightly raised position of the OEM fuel 
injectors when the fuel-air mixing caps were added. 

A schematic of the fuel-air mixing caps is shown in Figure 3-2. The caps were designed such that the 
principal air pressure drop is across the l-mm exit hole fiom the injector. Therefore, this is an intemal- 
mix, air-assist injector design. They have been tested with and without fuel-impingement screens that 
have been found useful in other injectors. The results reported here are for the design with the 
impingement screens. 

0 = I h  

Figure 3-2. SwRl internal-mix air-assist injectors. 

Figure 3-3 shows the Sauter mean diapleters (SMDs), or surface area-volume mean diameters for three 
different pulse widths. The pulse width of 3-ms corresponds to an idle condition, 4-ms to a cruise, and 
10-ms to an enriched pulse for acceleration or start-up. Compared with the OEM injectors that produce 
SMDs of about 130 pm , these injectors produce very fine sprays that will follow the air stream into the 
cylinder better and evaporate faster than fuel drops from the OEM injectors. However, at all conditions, 
but especially the 10-ms pulse width, the SMDs are somewhat larger than expected. The relatively poorer 
performance may result fiom the much higher flow rate of the fuel injector for the FFV compared to a 
gasoline injector (sized for more than twice the static flow rate of a gasoline injector, as required for 
methanol). Another factor is the smaller hole used in the fuel-air mixing &p than on some previous 
designs. A fuel injector with a smaller static flow rate would still be sufficient for ethanol (but not 
methanol), but the FFV injectors with materials suitable for alcohols are generally sized for methanol. 
Larger exit holes on the fuel-air mixing cap improves atomization at the cost of higher air consumption, 
and therefore, higher fuel usage to generate the power required by the air pump. 
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Figure 3 3 .  Effect of atomizing air pressure on average drop as  represented by SMD (D32), 
standard Taurus 3.0-liter flexible fuel injector and fuel-air mixing cap with l-mm exit hole. 

In addition to the atomization characteristics, the fuel delivery characteristics of the injectors are important. 
Fuel delivery characteristic refers to how quickly and completely the fuel exits fiom the fuel-air mixing 
chamber. 
cylinder can be encountered, which results in cycle-to-cycle variations in air-fuel ratio and in power 
(IMEP). These characteristics will be examined later in the project.. 

- 

If there are .lags in the fuel delivery, cycle-to-cycle variability for the fuel delivered to the - 

I 

Rapid Prototyping Engine Control System Engine Controller 

Because of the other modifications to the engine described above, we could not use the OEM Ford EEC - 

IV engine controller. Therefore, SwIU adapted an RPECS to the Ford Taurus 3.0-liter engine for 
complete authority engine control. The cost for hardware and software development was paid mostly fiom 
Task 3 funds, but is discussed under Task 6 below. 



Task 4 Emissions Control System 
Development and Testing 

0 bjectives 

The objectives of this task were to perform FTP emissions tests on the baseline 1993 Ford Taurus FFV 
on Ed85 (E80), to modify that vehicle for advanced aftertreatment devices, and to perform the first set 
of FTP emissions tests on the vehicle with advanced aftertreatment devices. 

The following section details the exhaust emissions control efforts undertaken in this program, including: 

Baseline emissions tests 
Advanced aftertreatment system characteristics 

Futureplans 

Modifications to vehicle for installing of aftertreatment systems 
Emissions results with electrically heated catalystheformulated main catalyst systems 

Baseline Emissions Tests 

Southwest Research Institute received two Ford Taurus FFVs in March, 1994. One was designated for 
use in the emissions control system design task. This vehicle was delivered with 18 miles on the 
odometer. The oil was replaced with Pertolube purchased for this program, and a new oil filter was 
installed. The fuel system was drained, and the vehicle was fueled with E80. The vehicle was then 
driven for 4,000 miles over a modified Automobile Manufacturers Association durability driving schedule 
before baseline emissions tests were conducted. 

Duplicate tests were conducted on the vehicle both with and without a catalytic converter to establish 
baseline exhaust emissions levels. The vehicle was operated over the chassis dynamometer portion of the 
Federal Te’st Procedure (FTP) for light-duty vehicles while operating on E80. Results of these tests are 
presented in Table 4- 1. 



Table 4-1. Baseline Federal Test Procedure Exhaust Emissions from Ford Flexible Fuel Vehicle. 

Exhaust Without With 
Constituents Catalyst Catalyst TLEV ULEV 

T H C ~  (g/mi) 2.75 0.21 

CO (glmi) 12.71 1-90 3.4 I .7 

NO, (g/mi) 2.03 0.10 0.4 0.2 
CH, (g/mi) 
N M H C ~  (g/mi) 
Carbonyls' (g/mi) 
Alcoholsd (g/mi) 
Estimated NMOGe (g/rni) 

0.09 
0.83 
0.41 
1.43 

2.663 

0.05 

0.06 
0.02 
0.09 
0.160 

Est NMOG x RAFf (glmi) 1.784 0.107 0.125 0.040 
Formaldehyde (mg/rni) 122.80 1.54 15 8 

Acetaldehyde (rnglmi) 266.93 12.87 
a THC = NMOG + CH4 

Gasoline derived NMHC = FIDHC - (CH, x FIDRCH4) - (Ethanol x FIDRETH); FIDHC - 
hydrocarbon measured with flame ionization detector calibrated on propane; FIDRCH4 - FID 
response factor for methane; FIDRETH - FID response factor for ethanol 
Summation of all measured aldehydes and ketones including: formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 
acrolein, acetone, propionaldehyde, crotonaldehyde, isobutyraldehyde + methyl ethyl ketone, 
and hexanaldehyde 
Ethanol only; no methanol was found in exhaust samples 
NMOG = NMHC + Carbonyls + Alcohols 
RAF = 0.67 as measured by Kroll at Volkswagen (SAE 932676) 

' 

e 

Exhaust samples were measured for HC, COY NO, CH, aldehydes and ketones, and alcohols (only 
ethanol was detected). Nonmethane organic gases (NMOG) were estimated using NMHC fiom the 
gasoline portion of the fuel as measured by a flame ionization detector @ID) rather than by hydrocarbon 
speciation. Gasoline-derived NMHC was determined by measuring hydrocarbons with a FID calibrated 
on propane, then correcting the results for the removal of CH, and ethanol. 

These data show the unmodified vehicle meets TLEV exhaust emissions standards, and that the vehicle 
catalyst is quite effective in reducing all exhaust constituents. These low emissions levels were obtained 
even though the vehicle was calibrated for low emissions on M85 or gasoline, but not on ethanol blends. 
To better demonstrate where improvements could be made in the efficiency of the catalyst, selected 
individually weighted emissions for each phase of the FTP are presented in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2. Weighted Baseline Federal Test Procedure Exhaust Emissions for Ford Flexicble 
Fuel Vehicle with Catalyst. 

Individually Weighted Exhaust 
Emissions (g/mi) Total Bag 1A 

Weighted Percentage 
F7P of T o t s  

NMOG 
(g/mi) Emissions 

Bag 1A Bag 1 B  

sed sed 
Exhaust (0-140 (141-505 Bag 2 Bag 3 Emissions 
Emission 

NMHC 0.04 <0.01 <O.Ol 0.01 0.06 27% 
Ethanol 0.09 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.09 56% 

Acetaldehyde 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 10% 

These data show that unburned ethanol in Bag 1A (fist 140 seconds of FTP) accounts for 56% of all FTP 
NMOG emissions, and acetaldehyde in Bag 1A accounts for approximately 10% of all NMOG emission. 

In addition, Bag 1A NMHC emissions contribute 27% to total NMOG. Thus, approximately 93% of all 
NMOG emissions from this vehicle occur in the first 140 seconds of the FTP, of which 66% are caused 
by unburned ethanol and acetaldehyde. These data suggested the need for supplemental catalyst heating 
at vehicle start, to quickly light off the catalyst. In addition, the main catalyst needed to be formulated 
to specifically target unburned ethanol and acetaldehyde. 

Modifications to Vehicle 

To improve the exhaust emissions from the test vehicle, an electrically heated catalyst was obtained from 
WR Grace, and a main catalyst specially formulated for operation on alcohol vehicles was obtained from 
Degussa. A summary of catalyst characteristics is presented in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3. Catalyst Characteristics. 
~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ 

Catalyst System Ford OEM Degussa Main 
(one catalyst per  bank) Grace EHC Catalyst 

Catalyst Designation front brick rear brick M930037 Cam-E-Lite OM 6902 Lot 40512 

Substrate: 
Material 
Cell Density 

Precious Metals: 
Precious Metals Types 
Loading (combined) 
Precious Metal Ratio 

Core Length 

Core Diameter 

Brick Active Volume 

Total Active Volume 

ceramic 
400 cells/in.' 

Ptl Rh Pt/Rh 
60 g/ft.3 28 g/ft3 

PtlRh = 9/1 PtlRh = 5/1 

NA NA 

NA NA 

38 in.3 38 in.3 

152 in.3 

stainless steel foil 
180 cells/in2 

PtlRh 
80 g/fL3 

PtlRh = 5/1 

-5.5 in. 
(front 0.7 in. heated) 

2.7 in. 

31.5 in.3 

31.5 in.3 

ceramic 
400 cells/in.2 

PtlRh 
70 glft3 

Pt/Rh = 5/1 

6.0 in. 

5.66 in. 

151 in.3 

151 in.3 



The test vehicle was fitted with an exhaust system modified to accommodate the reformulated main 
catalyst and EHC. Because of space constraints under the vehicle and the large diameter of the 
reformulated main catalyst., it was installed much further downstream in the exhaust system than the OEM 
catalysts. Figure 4-1 shows the OEM and experimental exhaust system configurations. The twin OEM 
catalysts both reside approximately 355 mm (14 inches) downstream of the exhaust manifold flange. In 
the experimental exhaust system, blank pipes are installed where the OEM catalysts were, and the 
EHC/reformulated main catalyst set is installed at the termination of the Y-pipe. This places the face of 
the reformulated main catalyst approximately 940 mm (37 inches) fiom the exhaust manifold flange on 
one side of the exhaust system, and 1.47 mm (58 inches) downstream of the manifold flange on the other 
side. To compensate for the heat loss, the exhaust system was wrapped with insulated fiber tape fiom the 
exhaust manifold flange to the end of the Y-pipe. 

- 
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Flgure 4-1. Schematlc of standard OEM exhaust system and SwRl experimental exhaust system. 



EIeCfrical1y Heated Catalyst Emissions Testing 

After work on the exhaust system was completed, the vehicle was prepared for a series of FTP tests to 
determine the effect of the EHCIreformulated main catalyst system on exhaust emissions. First, the OEM 
exhaust system was installed on the vehicle to establish a current baseline for exhaust emissions. Then 
the fuel composition sensor was replaced with a SwFU-generated signal calibrated for E80. The OEM 
sensor was calibrated for methanol, and would cause over-enrichment during open-loop operation of the 
vehicle when running on E80. The SwFU circuit was calibrated to provide an appropriate amount of open- 
loop fuel enrichment for E80. Lastly, the experimental exhaust system was installed incrementally to 
determine the impact of each component on exhaust emissions. The EHC was operated in a post-crank 
heating mode. Secondary air was injected for the duration of open-loop operation. A series of three tests 
were conducted to determine an appropriate air injection flow rate. A summary of the test matrix is given 
in Table 4-4. - 

~ 
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Table 4-4. Emissions Test Matrix. 
- ._ 

~~ 

Fuel 
Sensor Exhaust 

Test Number Catalyst Signal Insulation EHC EHC Power Secondary Air injection - 

E80-OEM-1 

E80-OEM-2 

E80-CAT-A 

' E80-CAT-A&I NS 

E80-CAT-A&B 

E80-EHC-7CFM 

E80-EHC-SCFM 

E80-EHC-2CFM 

OEM OEM 

OEM . SWRI 

Degussa SwRl 

Degussa SwRl 

Degussa SwRl 

Degussa SwRl 

Degussa SwRl 

Degussa SwRl 

no 
no 
no 
no 

Y e  

Y e  

Ye 

Y e  

none 
none 
none 
none 
none 

Bag 1 - 25 sec. 
Bag 3 - 10 sec 

Bag 1 - 25 sec 
Bag 3 - 10 sec 

Bag 1 - 25 sec 
Bag 3 - 10 sec 

none 
none 
none 
none 
none 

Bag 1 - 115 sec @ 7 cfm 
Bag 3 - 10 sec @ 7 cfm 
Bag 1 - 115sec @ 5 cfm 
B a g 3 -  10sec@5cfm 

- 

- 
Bag 1 - 115 sec @ 2 cfm ! 
B a g 3 -  10sec@2cfm i 

Results of the exhaust emissions tests conducted to date are given in Table 4-5. 

.- 
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Table 4-5. FTP Exhaust Emissions from FFV Taurus on E80. 

Test Number Est. NMOGa Est. NMOG x co NO, 
RAP 

E80-OEM-1 0.152 0.1 02 
~_ 

1.701 0.077 

E80-OEM-2 0.147 0.098 1.548 0.1 30 

E80-CAT-A 0.298 0.200 1.825 0.1 09 

E80-CAT-A&INS 0.270 0.181 1.749 0.068 

E80-CAT-A&B 0.282 0.1 89 1.795 0.083 

E80-EHC-7CFM . 0.077 0.052 0.795 0.068 

E80-EHC-5CFM 0.096 . 0.064 0.744 0.W 

E80-EHC-2CFM 0.143 0.096 1.139 0.057 
* NMOG was estimated using NMHC from the gasoline portion of the fuel as measured by a flame 

ionization detector (FID) rather than by hydrocarbon speciation. 
RAF = 0.67 as measured by Kroll at Volkswagen (SAE 932676) 

Comparing the OEM baseline test (E80-OEM-1) with E80-OEM-2, the SwRI-generated fuel sensor signal 
had a slight positive impact on measured NMOG and CO emissions; however, a slight increase in NO, 
emissions was detected. Therefore, it seems likely that the change to- the SwRT-generated fuel sensor 
signal caused the vehicle to operate with less open-loop enrichment than in OEM configuration. A change 
from the OEM exhaust system to the experimental exhaust system with reformulated main catalyst led to 
a significant increase in NMOG emissions, as shown by the res@@ of test E80-CAT-A (Table 4-5). A 
combination of less available thermal energy (due to the.placement of the catalyst) and the catalyst 
formulation likely contributed to the higher emissions results for the reformulated main catalyst as 
compared to the baseline OEM exhaust emission results. The addition of exhaust insulation in test ESO- 
CAT-A&INS resulted in a reduction of all exhaust emissions. R d t s  from test ESO-CAT-A&B show that 
the addition of the EHC (no heat, no air injection) into the exhaust stream had little effect on exhaust 
emissions. With the EHC operational in test E80-EHC-7CFM, measured exhaust emissions were reduced 
significantly from the non-heated configuration (ESO-CAT-AlkB). Furthermore, emissions were reduced 
from OEM baseline levels. During this test, secondary air was injected into the exhaust stream ahead of 
the EHC at a constant flow fare of 7 cfm. Tests were also conducted with 5-cfm and 2 - c h  flow rates; 
however, emissions results from these tests were not as favorable as at 7 cfm. 

Detailed results from the baseline test (OEM-1) and the best results with the EHC (ESO-EHC-7CFM) are 
give in Table 4-6. These data show significant reductions in exhaust emissions with the use of the EHC 
together with a reformulated main catalyst. Estimated NMOG was reduced by nearly 50%, and alcohol 
emissions were reduced by approximately 65%. However, although aftertreatment technology has 
demonstrated gains in control of exhaust emissions, fuaher improvements are needed to meet ULEV 

* 
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Table 4-6. FTP Exhaust Emissions from Ford FFV. 

. Exhaust 
Constituents 

Baseline EHC Test # Percent 
Test # E80-EHC- Reduction with ULEV 

E80-OEM-1 7CFM EHC Standards 
.;,pi./ ;y-..,y;, "* I .I, ,, 

':, 5:,'.,, ; 'Y,. :.Id 
JJ," ;* /,. :, , J y 1 &,. ..;J'''x' , ,;,-.<, 

.-L+-+~-.+.-& I j 
THCB (glmi) 0.196 0.123 372 

co (mi) 
NO, (@mi) 
CH4 (@mi) 
N M H C ~  (g/mi) 

CarbonylsC (@mi) 
Alcoholsd (g/mi) 

Estimated NMOG" (@mi) 
Est NMOG x RAF' (@mi) 
Formaldehyde (mumi) 
Acetaldehyde (mgmi) 

1.702 

0.077 

0.044 

0.047 

0.014 

0.091 

0.1 52 

0.102 

1.49 

. 11.19 

0.796 

0.068 

0.046 

0.033 

0.012 

0.032 

0.077 

0.052 

0.58 

10.93 - 

532 

11.7 

4.5 

29.8 

14.3 

64.8 
49.3 

49.0 

1.7 

0.2 

0.040 

61 -1 8 

2.3 
a THC = NMOG + CH4 

Gasoline derived NMHC = FIDHC - (CH4 x FIDRCH4) - (Ethanol x FIDRETH); FIDHC - 
hydrocarbon measured with flame ionization detector calibrated on propane; FIDRCH4 - FID 
response factor for methane; FIDRETH - FID response factor for ethanol 
Summation of all measured aldehydes and ketones including: formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, 
acrolein, acetone, propionaldehyde, crotonaldehyde, isobutyraldehyde + methyl ethyl ketone, and 
hexanaldehyde 
Ethanol only; no methanol was found in exhaust samples 
NMOG = NMHC + Carbonyls + Alcohols 
RAF = 0.67 as measured by Kroll at Volkswagen (SAE 932676) 

e ' 
Table 4-7 gives individually weighted emissions for each phase of the FI'P. These data show that, even 
with an EHC, nearly 70% of all NMOG emissions are caused by unburned gasoline-derived NMHC and 
unburned ethanol present during the first 140 seconds of the FI'P. These data also show that after 140 
seconds, tailpipe exhaust emissions are well controlled, primarily because the catalyst is completely "lit 
off and catalyst conversion efficiency is high. Therefore, a method needs to be developed to either bring 
the complete catalyst to light-off quicker, or momentarily "store" exhaust emissions until the catalyst is 
completely lit off. 
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Table 4-7. Weighted FTP Exhaust Emissions - EHC Test # E80-EHG7CFM. 

individually Weighted Exhaust Emissions (glmi) 

BaglA BaglB FTP of Total NMOG 

Total Bag 1A 
Weighted Percentage 

Emissions Emissions 
(glmi) Exhaust (0-140 sec) (141-505 Bag 2 Bag 

SeC) Emission 

NMHC 0.02 0.01 co.01 co.01 
Ethanol 0.03 co.01 co.01 4.01 
Acetaldehyde 0.01 co.01 co.01 co.01 

0.033 
0.032 
0.01 1 

27% 
42% 
13% 

Future Plans 

To further reduce exhaust emissions in the first few minutes of the FIT, SwRI will investigate 
hydrocarbon adsorber technologies. Degussa h i  an aftertreatment technology that combines the functions 
of a hydrocarbon adsorber and a light-off catalyst. This unit would capture the hydrocarbon emissions 
from the vehicle during cold start while the catalytic material reached light-off temperature. The 
hydrocarbons would then be desorbed and reduced by the catalytic material in the unit. The main catalyst 
would continue to provide exhaust emission reductions. In addition, the EHC system may be 
supplemented with a small hydrocarbon adsorber. This adsorber could be placed ahead of the EHC to trap 
cranking and start emissions before the EHC is at operating temperature. Therefore, SwRI plans to test 
both an EHC with reformulated main catalyst supplemented by hydrocarbon adsorber, and a hydrocarbon 
adsoherfight-off catalyst with reformulated main catalyst durigg Phase 3. 
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Task 5 Fuel/Engine/Vehicle System Integration 

Objectives 

The objective of this task is to manage the overall project, and modify the vehicle as necessary to support 
engine modifications. 

Air Pumps for Air-Assist Atomizers and Electrically Heated Catalyst 

The atomizer tests described in Task 3 help to define the size of the air pump that will be required to 
provide atomizing air flow. Simiiarly,-tests with the aftertreatment systems will determine the size of the 
air pump required for adding air between the engine and catalyst during the warm-up phase to reduce 
catalyst warm-up time by supplying excess fuel (relative to engine needs) from the engine controller, and 
air from the auxiliary air pump. 

A Thomas air pump has been obtained from Ford for testing to supply air for the air-assist injectors. The 
pump was sized for air-assist injectors for a 4-cylinder engine rather than a 6-cylinder like the Taurus 3.0- 
liter, and the capacity appears to be undersized. However, the Thomas pump will be used to evaluate its 
performance. 

Flexible Fuel Vehicle Fuel Sensor 

The fuel sensor in the 1993 Ford Taurus FFV was designed to operate on M85 or gasoline, or any blend 
or M85 and gasoline. It was not designed to operate on ethanol or ethanollgasoline fuel blends; however, 
it responds for ethanol fuels roughly correctly for the desired open-loop fueling needed. 

Ford supplied confidential information for the fuel sensor response expected for both ethanollgasoline 
blends and methanollgasoline blends. Based on the supplied data, the sensor response for E80 should 
result in the engine controller '(EEC-IV) supplying too much E80 fuel during open-loop operation of the 
vehicle. Therefore, tests were performed where the fuel sensor signal was replaced with a constant 
frequency signal to more accurately meter the E80 fuel during open-loop operation. During closed-loop 
operation on the exhaust oxygen sensor, the error in open-loop operation should not dave an impact on 
engine emissions. Emissions tests described under Task 4 showed little improvement when the fuel signal 
was corrected, although the change was in the direction expected with slightly lower carbon monoxide and 
slightly higher nitric oxides. These tests appeared to demonstrate that the adaptive learning algorithms 
in the OEM Ford Taurus FFV were quite adept at correcting for the error in the signal from the fuel 
sensor based on closed-loop feedback from the EGO sensor in the exhaust. 
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Task 6 Integrated FueVEngine System Optimization 

Objective 

The objective of this task was to develop a SwRI RPECS (Rapid Prototyping Engine Control System) 
engine controller for complete control of all engine functions. This is not a device that modifies signals 
being sent to the OEM engine controller; rather it completely replaces that controller. This is a shared 
task between Task 3 and Task 6 of this project. 

Rapid Prototyping Engine Control System Engine Controller Hardware 

The hardware for the WECS engine controller was constructed as planned in described by Bourn et al. 
(1994). This is basically a PC-based engine controller that uses the PC for higher-level logic 
development that is programmed in C-code, and for input and output from the engine controller. 
However, many lower-level, engine specific tasks are off-loaded to a Silicon Systems 67F687 engine 
controller chip. 

The engine test cell version of this controller is shown in Figure 6-1. The key to this setup is the real- 
time operating system extensions together with the custom boards. The custom boards off-load the most 
time-critical engine control operations, such as injector and ignition timing. Because of this reduction 
in the PC’s timing requirements, all control codes may be written in the high-level language C. In this 
way, new control strategies may be very efficiently and quickly implemented and tested. 

Rapid Prototyping Engine Control System Engine Controller Software 

Software development for the PC-based, engine-test cell custom‘ engine controller sufficient to run the 
engine was completed. The initial features set in the controller include: 

* Open-loop fueling computed uskg either a mass airflow sensor or speed-density. A combination of 
mass air flow (MAF) or speed-density may also be used, with the method chosen based on current 
engine operating conditions. 

* Closed-loop fueling with wide-range UEGO feedback. 

* Cylinder-event based control during start-up. Allows for cylinder event by cylinder event based 
control of fueling and spark timing. 

* Air-assist or OEM injector control. 

As features are added to the software, they are being tested on the hardware in the Controls Laboratory, 
using a 68HCll EVB2 board to simulate the crank/cam pulses from the engine, and using power 
resistorsLEDs to simulate the injectors, ignition coils, idle-air control and EGR valves. 

Model-based control will be developed and implemented into the engine controller in the future. This 
approach uses mean-value models for both air flow and fuel flow into the engine. 
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0-2 D XXXX (Dra f t  of 2/28/95) 

Standard Specifitation fo r  Fuel Ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) for  Automotive 
Spark- 1 ngit ion Engines' 

1. Scope 

denatured fue l  ethanol and 15 to  25 additional volume % hydrocarbons 
for use in ground vehicics wi th  automotive spark-ignition engines. 
XI discusses the  significance of t he  properties specified. 

Values given in parentheses are prov ided f o r  in fomat ion only. 

portion, Annex A1 of th is proposed specification. 
,- This standard does not purpor t  t o  address ai l  of the safety concerns, 

if any, associated with i ts use. 
user of th is standard to  establish appropriate safety and health 
practices and determtne the applicabil ity of regulatory limitations 
pr ior  to use. 

2. -Referenced DocumentsJ 

1.1 This specification covers a fuel blend, nominally 85 to  75 volume % 

Appendix 

1.2 The values stated in S I  uni ts are to  b e  regarded as the  standard. 

1.3 The following precautionary caveat pertains only -to the  test method 

I t  i s  t h e  responsibil i ty of t he  

2.1 ASTM Standards: 
D 86 Test Method f o r  Distillation of Petroleum Products' 
0 I 3 0  Test Method f o r  Detection of Copper Corrosion f m  PctroIeum 

Products by the  Copper S t r i p  Tarnish test' 
D 381 Test Method f o r  Existent Gum in Fuels by Jet Evaporation' 
D 512 Tes t  Methods f o r  Chloride Ion in Water4 
D S2S Test  Method f o r  Oxidation of Gasoline (Induction Period Method)' 
D 1193 Specification f o r  Reagent Water' 
D 1 2 k  Test Method fo r  Sulfur tn Petroieum Products (Lamp Method)' 
D 1613 Test  Method f o r  Acidity in Volatile Solvents and Chemical 

Intermediates Used in Paint, Varnish, Lacquer,and Related Products * 
D 1688 Test  Method fo r  Copper in Water' 
D 2622 Tes t  Method fo r  Sulfur in Petroleum Products by X-Ray Spectrometry 

Method ' 
D 2988 Test  Method f o r  Water-Soluble Halide Ion in Halogenated Organic 

Solvents and Thei r  Admixtures' 
0 3120 Test  Method f o r  Trace Quantities of Su l fu r  in Light Liquid Petroleum 

Hydrocarbons by Oxidative Micrucou lometry ' 
0 3231 Tes t  Method f o r  Phosphorus in Garoiinc' 
D 3545 Test  Method fo r  Alcohol Content and Purity of Acetate Esters by 

Gat Chromatography* . 
0 4057 Practice f o r  Manual Sampling of Petroleum and Petroleum Products' 
D 4177 Method f o r  Automatic Sampling of Petroleum and Petroleum Products' 
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- 
0 4307 Practice for Preparation of Liquid Blends for Use as Analytical 

D 4626 Practice for Calculation of Gas Chromatographic Response Factors ' . 
D 4806 Specification for Denatured Fuel Ethanol for Blending with Gasolines 

for use as Automotive Spark-Ignition Engine Fuel' 
D 4814 Specification for Automotive Spark-Ignition Engine Fuel * 
D 4815 Test Method for Determination of MTBE, ETBE, TAME, DIPE,  

tertiary-Amyl Alcohol and Cl to C4 Alcohols in Gasoline by Gas 
Chromatograph y ' 
Oil * 

Standards' 

D 4929 Test Methods for Determination of Organic Chloride Content in Crude - 

D 4953 Test Method for Vapor Pressure of Gasoline and Gasoline-Oxygenate 

D 5059 Test Method for Lead in Gasoline by X-ray Spectroscopy8 
D 5190 Test Method for Vapor Pressure of Petroleum Products 

0 5191 Test Method for Vapor Pressure of Petroleum Products 

D 5453 Test Method for Determination of Total Sulfur in Light 

D 5501 Test Method for t h e  Determination of Ethanol Content of Denatured 

E 203 Test Method for Water Using Karl Fischer Reagent' 

Blends (Dry Method) ' - 

- 
(Automatic Method) ' 
(Mini Method) ' 
Hydrocarbons, Motor Fuels and Oils by Ultraviolet Fluorescence8 

Fuel Ethanol by Gas Chromatography' 
- 

3. Terminology 

3.1 Definitions: 
3.1.1 ethanol, n -ethyl alcohol, t he  chemical compound 

3.1 -2  methanol, n -methyl alcohol, t h e  chemical compound 

3.2 Description of Terms Specific to th is  Standard: 
3.2.1 denaturants,- gasoline, toxic or noxious 

C,H,OH. ' 

CHSOH. 

materials added to ethanol to make it unsuitable for beverage use 
and suitable for automotive fuel use. 
3.2.2 denatured fuel ethanol,-fuel ethanol made unfi t  for 

beverage use  by the  addition of toxic or noxious materials. 
3.2.3 fuel ethanol,-ethanol with impurities common to its 

pruduction (including water but excluding denaturants). 
3.2.4 fuel ethanol (Ed 85-Ed751 ,-blend of ethanol and 

hydmcarbosof which the ethanol portion is nominally 85 to 75 volume 8 
denatured fuel. .. ethanol. 

formuia C(N)H(ZN*l)OH with N being 3 to 8. 

blend containing only hydrogen and carbon 

3.2.5 hiahar alcohols,-aiiphatic alcohols of general 

3.2.6 hvdrot arbon,-thote components in an ethanol-hydrocarbon 
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4. Fuel Ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) Performance Requirements 

4.1 Fuel Ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) shall conform t o  the following requirerents: 

Ethanol p lus higher alcohols 
minimum volume % 

(see 4.1 .l for Volati l i ty Class Criteria) 

Methanol 
maximum, volume % 

Higher aliphatic alcohols (C3-C8), Max,Vol% 
Hydrocarbon (including denaturant)/aliphatic ether 
blends containing up  t o  2.7 
weight oxygen, volume % 

Water 
maximum, mass 8 

Vapor pressure, kPa (psi) 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3 

Acidity as acetic acid 
maximum, mg/kg 

Gum Content, Solvent Washed, 
maximum, mg/l00 mL 

Gum Content, Unwashed, 
maximum, mg/l00 mL 

Total Chlorine as Chlorides 
maximum, mg/kg 

inorganic Chloride 
maximum, mg/kg 

Lead 
m i x  imum, mg/l it re 

Phosphorus 
maximum, mg/litre 

Copper, 

Sul fur  - maximym, mg/l it re 

maximum, mg/kg 

Appearance 

Ciass 1 79 
Class 2 74 
Class 3 70 

0.5 
2 
Class 1 -21 
Class 2 - --26 

Class 3 17-30 

1 .o 
38-59 (5.5-8.5) 
48-65 (7.0-9.5) 
66-83 (9.5-12.0) 
50 

5 

20 

2 .  

1 

Class 1 2.6 
Class 2 2.6 

Class 3 3.9 

Class 1 0.3 
Class 2 0.3 

Class 3 0.4 

0.07 

Class 1 210 

Class 3 300 
Class 2 260 

The product shall be vis ib ly 
free of suspended or precipi- 
tated contaminants (clear and 

. 
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- b r i g h t ) .  This  shall be deter- 
mined a t  ambient t empera tu re  
or 23 Deg. C (70 Deg. F), 
whichever  is h igher .  _ _  

NOTE 1- Most of tSe requirements  cited a r e  based on t h e  best techn.ica1 
information c u r r e n t l y  available. Requirements f o r  su l fur ,  phosphorus ,  a n d  ~ 

and  t h e  unders tanding  t h a t  control of these elements will affect  ca t a lys t  
lifetime. 
lower l imit  of t h e  test method. 
use of E85 vehicles and  f u r t h e r  vehicle  hardware  developments f o r  t h e  u s e  of 
ethanol con ten t  fuels occurs ,  it is expec ted  t h a t  many of t h e s e  requi rements  
will change .  

lead a r e  based  on the use of gasoline def ined in Specification D 4814 .* 

-. The lead maximum is limited f o r  Class 1 a n d  Class  2 fuels t o  t h e  
As g r e a t e r  exper ience  is gained from field . 

- 

4.1.1 Vapor  pressure is var ied  f o r  seasonal a n d  climatic changes  by 
providing three vapor  p r e s s u r e  c lasses  f o r  fuel e thanol  (Ed85-Ed75). - 
T h e  seasonal a n d  geographical d i s t r ibu t ion  f o r  t h r e e  vapor p r e s s u r e  
classes is shown in Table  1. 
6 hr 10th percent i ie  minimum ambient t empera tu re  of g r e a t e r  t han  5 Deg. C 
(41 Deg. F). 
minimum ambient temperature of g r e a t e r  t han  -5 Deg. C (23 Deg. F) b u t  less 
than  +5 Deg C (41 Deg. F). 
with 6 h r  10th percentile minimum ambient  t empera tu re  less t h a n  or equal  to -5 
Deg. C (23 Deg. F). 

Class  1 encompasses geographical  a r e a s  with 

Class 2 encompasses geographical  a r e a s  with 6 h r  10th percent i le  

Class  3 encompasses geographical  a r e a s  
- 

4.1.2 T h e  hydrocarbons  blended with t h e  dena tu red  fuel e thanol  shall 
have a maximum boiling point  of 225 Deg. C (437 Deg. F) by Test Method D 86, 
oxidation s tabi l i ty  of 240 min minimum by Test Method D 525, a n d  No. 1 
.maximum copper  strip corrosion b y  Test Method .O 130. 
contain aliphatic ethers as blending components as are customarily u s e d  
for automotive spark-ignition eng ine  fue l .  

T h e  hydroca rbons  may 

4.1.3 T h e  d e n a t u r a n t  for t h e  d e n a t u r e d  fuei ethanoi used  in making Fuel 
Ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) shall meet t h e  requi rements  of ASTM D 4806 Section 5.0. 

4.1.4 Use of unpro tec ted  aluminum in fuel Ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) d is t r ibu t ion  
a n d  d ispens ing  equipment wili i n t roduce  insoluble aluminum compounds into t h e  
fuel ,  caus ing  plugged vehicle fuel f i l t e rs .  Furthermore,  t h i s  effect  can be 
exaggera ted  even  with protected aluminum by elevated fuel conductivity 
caused  b y  ccurtact with nitri le r u b b e r  d i spens ing  hose. 
unprotec ted  buminurn a n d  unlined n i t r i le  r u b b e r  d i spens ing  hose  should  be 
avoided in fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) fue l  distribution a n d  d i spens ing  
systems'. 

Therefore ,  

.-.._ 

5. Sampling 
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5.1 Sample in accordance with Practice D 4057, except tha t  water displacement 
(10.3.1.8 of Practice 0 4057) shall not be used. 
5.2 Where practical, fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) 

containers. If samples must be collected i n  metal containers, do not use 
soldered containers. This is  because the soldering f lux  residues in the 
containers and lead in the solder car. contaminate the sample. Plastic 
containers should be avoided. 

should 'be sampled in glass 

5.3 A minimum sample size of about 1 L (1 U.S. qt) is recommended. .- 
6. Test Methods 

6.1 

Note 2. 

Determine ' the requirements enumerated in th is  specification in 
accordance wi th  the  following test  methods: 

The appropriateness of ASTM test methods cited has not been 
demonstrated for use with fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75). 
method outl ined in the  Annex A1 is in the  developmental stage and lacks 
precision and bias determinations. 

In addition, the test  

6.1.1 Ethanol- Test Method 0 5501 
6.1.2 Hydrocarbon/aliphatic ether blend content- Use Test method 05501 

to determine other alcohols, methyl ter t iary-butyl  ether (MTBE), 
and other ethers. Determine water by the  Karl Fischer test  method (see 6.1 -10). 
Subtract the  concentration of alcohols and water f rom 100 to ge t  the percent 
hydrocarbon/aliphatic ether. 
6.1.3 Vapor Pressure - Test Method D 4953, D 5190, or D 5191. 
6.1.4 Acidity- Test Method D 1613. 
6.1.5 Gum Content, solvent washed and unwashed- Test Method D 381. 
6.1.6 Total Chlorine as Chloride- Test Method D 4929, Method B. 
6.1.7 Inorganic Chloride- Test Methods D 512 or  D 2988. An alternate 

6.1,8 Lead- Test Method D 5059. 

6.1.9 
6.1 -10 Water- Test  Method E 203. 
6.1.11 Copper- 
6.1.12 Sulfur-  Test Methods D 1266, D 2622, D 3120, or  05453. W i t h  Test 

Method D 2622, prepare the calibration standards using ethanol (reagent grade) 
as the solvent t o  prevent  errors caused by large differences in 
carbon-hydrogen ratios. 

method f o r  inorganic chloride is  found in Annex A l .  

prepare the  calibration standards using ethanol (reagent grade) as the  solvent 
to prevent er rors  caused by large differences in carbon-hydiogen ratios. 

With Test Method D 5059, 

Phosphorus- Test Method D 3231. 

Modification of Test Method D 1688 as outl ined in D 4806. 

7. Keywords 

copper cornsion; ether; gum content, solvent wa.shed; fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed751 
fo r  automotive spark-ignit ion engines; hydrocarbon; inorganic chloride; lead; 
MTBE; oxidation stabil ity; oxygenates; phosphorus; sulfur; total chlorine; 
vapor pressure; volati i i ty; water. 

. 1:; 
7.1 acidffy; alcohol; automotive spark-ignition engine fuel; chloride; 
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(1) This specification is under t h e  jurisdiction of Committee 0-2 on 
Petroleum Products and Lubricants and is t h e  direct responsibility of 
Subcommittee D02.A on Gasoline and Oxygenated Fuels .  

(2) 
otherwise specified. 

Reference to t h e  following documents is to be t h e  latest issue unless 

(3) Annual Book of ASTM standards, Vol 05.01. 

(4) Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 11.01. 

(5) Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 06.03. 

(6) Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Voi 05.02. 

(7) Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Voi 15.05. 

(8) Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 05.03. 

(9) American Automobile Manufactu rert Association, "Fuel Methanol 
Compatibility Standards and Dispensing Equipment List  for' M85 Fueled 
Vehicles", October, 1994. 
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ANNEXES . 

(Mandatory Information) 

A l .  TEST METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF INORGANIC CHLORIDE 
IN FUEL ETHANOL (Ed85-Ed75) 

A l . l  Scope 

A l . l . l  This test method covers a procedure to determine 
the inorganic chloride in 
concentrations 0.4 to 2.0 ppm. 

fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed751 in the  range of 

A1.1.2 The values stated in S I  units are t o  be regarded as the standard. 

A1.2 Summary of Test Method. 

Al.2.1 The sample is concentrated, acidified, and treated with s i lver 
nitrate. 

A1.3 Significance and Use 

The turbidity is visually compared with standards. 

A1.3.1 Because of the corrosive nature of inorganic chloride to the  fuel  
system of internal combustion engines, a means t o  measure low levels of 
inorganic chloride in fuel ethanol (Ed8S-Ed75) is required. - 

* A l . 4  Apparatus 

Al.4.1 Distillatian A ~ ~ a r a t u r - 5 0 0 m L  distillation flask, 

A1.4.2 Nesaler Tubes, 100 mL, matched, tall form. 

. e  condenser and 250 mL graduated cyiinder as collector. 

A l . 5  Reagents and Materials 

A1.5.1 N i t r i c  Acid (HNO,)  Solution , 1 part  15.7M 
to 1 part damrncrrhred water. (Warnlng-Sn Note A1 . l  . ) 

N o t e - A 1  . l :  Warning-Corrosive. Health hazard. 
!..- . 

Al.5.1 Silver Nitrate' Solution, 0.1 M. (Warning -See 
Note A1.2,) 

Note-Al.2: Warning Health Hazard. 
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A1 -5.3 Ethanol, halide- and sulfide-free by distillation. 
(Warning-See Note A1 -3.1 

Note-Al.3: Warning-Flammable. Health hazard. 

A1 -5.4 Demineralized Water, halide- and sulfide-free. 

Al.5.5 Sodium Chloride (NaCI) 

Al.6 Standards 

A1.6.1 Dissolve 0.845 g of dry sodium chloride (NaC1) in halide- and 
sulfide-free water and di lute t o  1 L in a volumetric flask. 
and label Solution A (0.5 mg Cl/mL). 

Mix thoroughly 

A1.6.2 Pipet 10 mL of so1ution.A into a 1 L volumetric flask. Dilute 
to  volume with halide- and sulfide-free water. 
Solution 8 (0.005 mg CI/mL). 

Mix thoroughly and label 

A1 -6.3 In matching Nessler tubes, prepare the  following standards: 

Blank 

Solution 8 ,  mL (pipet) 0.0 

Ethanol, mL (CI-free) 80 

1 

1 .o 
80 

2 

2.0 

80. 

3 

3.0 

80 

4 

4.0 

80 

5.0 

80 

5 

A1.6.4 For each standard follow A1.7.4 to A1.7.8. 

Al.6.5 The turbidity standards are affected by light and are not stable. 
Prepare fresh standards (from solution 8) for each group of samples. 

At.? Procedure 

A1.7.1 Clean al l  glassware with 1 HNO,, and r inse with 
demineralized water and halide- and suifide-f ree ethanol. 

Al.7.2 Measure 32p mL of sample in a graduated cyl inder and put into the 
distillation flask, add boiling beads. 
cylinder until 240 mL of the  distillate is obtained. 
concen t ra ta  r residue from the distillation f lask as follows. 

Dist i l l  the sample into a graduated 
Use 4 mL of the 

Al.7.3- Add a 4 mL sample t o  a 100 mL Nessler tube. 

A1.7.4 Add 80 mL of  halide- and sulfide-free ethanol to  the sample in 
the Nessler tube. 
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A1.7.5 Dilute the contents of all tubes (sample and standards) to the 
100 mL mark with halide- and sulfide-free water. 

Al .7 .6  Pipet 2 mL of nitric acid solution (1 part 15.7 M acid 
to 1 part demineralized water) into each tube. 

A1.7.7' Pipet 1 mL of 0.1 M silver nitrate solution into each 
tube. 

A1.7.8 Stopper and mix thoroughly by inverting. 

-A1.7.9 Allow t h e  tubes to stand in the dark for 5 min. 
the sample to the standard solutions while looking vertical1.y against a black 
background. 
sample. 

Visually compare 

Record t h e  miililitres of standard Solution 8 that match t h e  

A l . 8  Calculation 

(A l .1 )  Calculate t h e  results as follows: 
(A)  ( 8 )  (0.001 1 (looOOOO)/(320/80) (4)(0.789) = ppm C1 

where: 
A =mL of Solution B that matched sample, 
6 =mg Cl/mL of Solution B, 
0.001 =mg to g, 
320/80 =concentration factor; 
4 = mL of sample, and 
0.789 = relative density of ethanol at 20 deg C (68 Deg F) compared to 

water a t  4 deg C (39 Deg F) 

A l . 9  *Precision and Bias 

Al.9.1 Precision- T.he precision of t h i s  test method for 
measuring inorganic chloride in fue l  ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) is being 
determined. 

Al.9.2 m- Since there is no accepted reference material 
for determining bias for t h e  procedure in this test method for 
measuring inorganic chloride in 
not been determined. 

fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed751, bias has 

t 

Doc# DRAFT 21 
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APPEND1 CES 

(Nonmandatory Information) 

XI.  SIGNIFICANCE OF SPECIFICATION FOR FUEL ETHANOL (Ed85-Ed75i 
FOR AUTOMOTIVE .SPARK-IGNITION ENGINES. 

X1.l Ethanol 
Xl . l .1  The ethanol content of fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed751 is a critical 

parameter as it affects the capability of t h e  fuel metering system of the 
dedicated Ed85-Ed75 vehicle to establish t h e  proper air/fuel ratio 
for optimum vehicle operation. This is much less of a concern for multifuel 
-capable vehicles than for dedicated Ed85-Ed75 vehicles. Ethanol 
content may also affect t h e  lubricating properties 'of t h e  fuel,  the water 
tolerance of t h e  fuel and the ability to meet cold and cool area volatility 
requirements. 

X1.1.2 The inclusion of impurit ies,  some denaturants, and contaminants, 
except for the deliberately added hydrocarbons or additives or both, can 
impact adversely on the properties and performance of fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) 
as an automotive spark-ignition engine fuel.  The quantities of some of these 
materials are controlled by specified property limits. 
higher molecular weight alcohols, and methanol, and types of denaturants 
as well as minimums on t h e  amount of ethanol and hydrocarbons limit, 
but do not prevent,the presence of trace materials. 

X1.2 Hydrocarbon 

The limits on water, 

. X1.2.1 Hydrocarbons are deliberately added to provide improved cold 
The addition 'of hydrocarbon to * startability and warm up driveability. 

fuel ethanol changes its vo1at)lity and can affect t h e  flammability 
of fuel tank vapors. 

X1.2.2 This specification does not control t h e  composition 
of t h e  hydrocarbons added to t h e  denatured fuel ethanol. 
However t h e  hydmcarbons shall be stable, noncorrosive, and be 
in t h e  boiling range of automotive spark-ignition engine fuel as 
specified in 0 4814. 

X1.3 Vapor Pressure 

X1.3.1 addition of volatile hydrocarbons is required for adequate 
cold sta%Iity . The addition of hydrocarbons which are too volatile 
can contr ihte  to hot fuel handling problems. 
requi red a t  colder ambient temperatu res while lower volatility fuels 
are less .prone to hot fuel handling problems at  higher (summertime) 
ambient temperatures. 

: g p .  

Higher vapor pressures are 

Excessive vapor pressure contributes to evaporative 
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emissions. Lower and upper limits on vapor pressure f o r  the three volatility 
classes are used t o  define the acceptable range of volatile components to  
ensure adequate vehicle performance. 

:<1.4 Acidity 

X1.4.1 
acid are  highly corrosive t o  a wide range of metals and alloys. 
therefore necessary t o  keep such acids at  a v e r y  low level. 

Very di lute aqueous solutions of organic acids such as acetic 
It is 

X1.5 Gum Content, Solvent Washed and Unwashed 

X1.5.1 The test  f o r  gum content, solvent washed, measures the amount of 
residue after t he  evaporation of the fuel and following a heptane wash. 
The heptane’ wash removes the heptane-soluble, nonvolatile material such as 
additives, carr ier  oils used with the  additives, and diesel fuel. Gum content, 
unwashed, consists of fuel-insoluble and fuel soluble gum. The fuel-insoluble 
portion can clog fuel f i l ters. 
fuel evaporates. 

Both can be deposited on surfaces when the 

X1.5.2 Gum content, solvent washed, can contr ibute t o  deposits on the surface 
of carburetors, fuel injectors, and intake manifolds, ports, valves and valve 
guides. The impact of gum content, solvent washed, on malfunctions of modern 
engines which can operate on fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) has not been fully 
established but is based on limited experienced gained with M85-M70 fuels in 
field tests and from historic gasoline limits.. Performance effects 
depend on where the  deposits form, the  presence of other deposit 
precursors such as airborne debris, blowby and exhaust gas recirculation 

, gases, oxidized engine oil, and the amount of deposit. 

X1.5.3 .The difference between the gum content, unwashed, and gum content, 
solvent washed, values can be used t o  assess the  presence and amount of 
nonvolatile material in the fuel. 
to  deternine if the  material is additive, carr ier  oil, diesel fuel, etc. 

Additional analytical testing is required 

X1.5.4 The gum content, unwashed, l imit i s  intended t o  l imit high-boiling 
contarninants, like diesel fuel, that  can affect engine performance, yet  allow 
the use of appropriate levels of deposit control additives with carr ier oils 
i n  f uel ethanol ( Ed85-Ed75) . 

p 
X1.5.5 
only data ~11. hydtocarbons, they may not  be  applicable t o  fuel ethanol 
( Ed85-EdlSf. 

B e b u s t  the  precision statements for 0 381 were developed using 

X1.6 Total Chlorine 
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._ 

X1.6.1 
metals, and it is desirable to minimize organic and ionic chlorine 
compounds in fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75). 

Ionic (inorganic) and organic chlorine are corrosive to many 

X1.6.2 
found t o  be inadequate in protecting some fuel system components. 
inorganic chloride limit  of 1 mg/kg , maximum, is specified to provide 
additional protection. 

A total. chlorine limit  of 2 mg/kg, maximum has been 
An 

- ' .  
X1.7 Lead 

X1.7.1 Most vehicles equipped to  operate on fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) are 
equipped with exhaust catalysts that control emissions of aldehydes 
(formaldehyde and acetaldehyde) as well as regulated emissions. 
compounds deactivate t h e  catalyst and are therefore limited to trace 
amounts. 

Lead 

X1.8 Phosphorus 

X1.8.1 Like lead, phosphorus deactivates exhaust catalysts and 
trace amounts. 

X1.9 Appearance 

Xl.9.1 Turbidity, phase separation, or evidence of precipitation 
indicates contamination. 

'X1.10 Water 

- s limited to 

normally - 

Xl.1O.l 
with gasoline as may occur in multi-fuel capable vehicles decrkases with 
lowering temperatu re and increasing water content. 
hydrocarbon from t h e  fuel will adversely affect cold starting and driveability 
and denaturing. 
sensors of multi-fuel capable vehicles. 

Because 
some degree of water contamination is practically unavoidable in transport 
and handling, and because the  fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) is miscible with water, 
t h e  water content of fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) is limited to reduce t h e  
potential for problems. 

f- 

X1.11 Copper 

X1.11 . l  
hydrocarbons. 
h igher  than 0.012 mg/kg in commerciai gasolines may significantly 
increase t h e  rate of gum formation. 

The soiubility of hydrocarbon in fuel ethanol (Ed85-Ed75) and blends 

Separation of t h e  

Water may affect the calibration of some types of composition 
Water also reduces the energy content 

of t h e  fue l  and t h u s  adversely affects fuel economy and power. - 

.. - 

Copper is a very active catalyst for low-temperature oxidation of 
Experimental work has shown that copper concentrations 

- 



X1.12 Sulfur 

X1.12.1 The limit on sulfur content is  included to protect against engine 
wear, deterioration of engine oil, corr3sion of exhaust system parts, and 
exhaust catalyst deactivation. 

jmd 2/28/95 
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Appendix B 

SAE J1832 - SAE Recommended Practice for Gasoline Fuel Injector 



a range of high pressure p i p e  for use in the bench resting and setting 

Only dimensions and requirements affecting the hydraulic character- 
idc,of the pipes are defined. Ocher requirements. such as the type of 

T h e  depend on the connections provided at pump outleu and injec- 
tor inlets, and on the design features of individual pumps and tat 
benches. 5 

2. Dumpion-The nnge of pipes specified enables pump and en- 

of fuel injection pumps. . 1-8 

end connections and shape of the p i p  when bent. are not included. I 
2 
3 
4 

6 
7 

GASOLINE FUEL INJECTOR- 
SAE J1832 NOV89 

Land Minkr 
cn*.lLk 
U M u r .  

- -  ImrJDiamr 

2.0 f 0.025 6 d Q ) + S  16 
2.0 t 0.025 6 M S t S  16 
3.0 t 0.025 6 a t 9  25 
3.0 r 0.025 6 1OOOtS 25 
3.0 t 0.025 6 750 f s 25 
1.6 t 0.025 6 mrs 16 
20 f Qo?J 6 450:s 16 

(. 

SAE Rocommonded Practice 



FUEL INLET 1 

SPRAY 1 
GENERATOR 

FIG. Ib-BOTTOM FEED INJECrOR 

BALLBEAT SEAL 
HULTI-ORIFICE 

CONICAL SEAL 
PINTLE TYPE 

METERED 
FUEL OUT 

FIG. la-TOP FEED INJECTOR 

FIG. 1-TYPICAL FUEL INJECTOR DESIGNS 

CONICAL SEAL 
DUAL PENCIL 

STREAM SPRAY 

\-METERING 
O R I F I C E  
PLATE 

FLAT FACE SEAL 
SINGLE ORIFICE 

CONE SPRAY 

.‘I i \ 
FIG. O--Ftnt  METERING A S  D SPRAY GEN&RATION 

BALL/SEAT SEAL 
SINGLE ORIFICE 
PENCIL STREAM 

it 



&e or bv a sqmate spny genmting part. Injectan used for throttie 
b ~ d y  mj;cdon ~ d i ~  w multiple orifices KO generate a wide ulgie, 
hollow cone. The current pon fucl injection daip arc more divmi- 

in spny pauern genention. M$tiple orifice. s i n e  orifice. and 
p i c k  stvla exin. These gaxnte paurrnr ranging h m  a pencil 
rmvn to cones of vanrying angie dirrribution. With the i nduc t ion  of 
multiple inirke valve per cylinda engine designs, dual ~ O K  fuel 
injectors are sometima used. Multiple spnys M t a v  fbel to a c h  in- 
k valve to promote more Unifqm air fuel mixture. 
Top feed injector designs have the fuel traveling zrkllr through the 

ccnccr of the coil and down into the merering area. Thii design is rad-  
ily adaptable to Pa. but vlpon genented within the bjmor arc not 
&ly purged due to the p i n g  incoming fud flow. To minimizr va- 
por generation and provide adequate hoc fuel handling. the fuel system 
prcuurc b mzinuined at a nhtively high levd of 250 to 500 tPa. 
Bottom feed injmon have ken primarily used on c m m l  fuel injec- 

tion sy~temr where one or more injecton M loavd in the throule 
body. This design allow I"drging of an injeaor in a fuel metering 
body such chat the injcctor is centered above the throttle plater. An ad- 
vantage of bouom feed injecrors is the incorpontion of a npor purge 
path. S i n e  fuel coma in near the bouom of the injeaor. the fuel m- 
pon a n  rise above the metering area. By providing a direct purrge 
out of the injector, vapors arc more 4 y  purged. This vapor purge 
pasage dlom the w of lower fuel pressure (100 kPa) while SKU rmin- 
thing adequate hot fuel handling performance. Although typically 
ured on cencnl fuel injmion appliations, t h e  is inters in "ring the 
bouom feed daign for pon applications. 

2.2 Mqncdc Clrait-The solenoid uumbly of  an electromag- 
netic fuel injmor supplies the force to oc111'11c the firei metering valve. 
Two commoniy UKd solenoid duiw are the plunger style anmure. 
the most prevdent. and the flu k c  disk amtame. The major compo= 
neou of &e solenoid assembly include the coil assembly. solenoid body, 
pok piece, umrturr, and return spring. 

The function ofthe coil d l y  ia to pmducc a mrgneric field when 
energized. The coil coluirp of a specified number of nun, ofiarukvd 
wirc wound uouad a bobbin. The muaiil and dre of the wire is ch+ 
sea to provide a given n u m k  of axnu to M o p  the magnetic force 
while achieving the rquircd elmrial rahnce for the injector driver 

for the high r a h n c e  injectors. The total decaial rerin?nce of an in- 
jeaor is cspxiaIly quai to that of the coil assembly, which is a func- 
tion of the resistivity of the wire, I e n e  of  rirc, md the tQmiLudon 
of the wire to an el&@ conneaor. Inducuncc, on the orha hand, 
is a function of the number of turns in the coil, mrtairt used for thc 
body, armature, and pole piece, gcomenic cwttcltQiop. air gap, e ~ c  
Inductance, therefore, must be m d  on the tompkLed assembly. 
The magnetic field produced by the coil gennua fhn. which mvd, 

in a c l d  loop around the coil e. It is he fDncdon ofthc cwr- 
p o n e n u i n t h e m a g n ~ c p h t o ~ t h e f l u x ~ .  'ThesoWd 
body is the segment of the cimit rhu carries flux & the pole piecc 
to the armature. The annature h the moving rkmmr ofthe damid, 
which controls the flow of M opening andeking a valve. The 
pok p i a  is the nonmoving element rhu ~CUZUS the vmuurr when 

piece mci the umuurc is c G G - a i r  kp. It is- ~ 

air gap char the force of iuuucba ir geoaucd The -air grp 
conriru of both a f d  anda mi&& air gap, the tran of which is d e  
pendent on the porition or nroiudtbeumtnm. The f i d  air gap 
pmenu contaa between the trrmtprc md polr piea to minimirr the 
&et of reridrut m a g n a  siaee OllllM kt lecn that two purr 
wouldrrnrlt in longer dosingdma, a aap o r w m d t f r r r m  son- 
mrgneric material muted to ennnt t&ta 6?.a3 darrr# is nninnined 
when the d v e  is M y  opmed T h e ~ f o t a o C u p r c d o a  b maz 
imponant in the working air kp; colueqwnttt the mrgetic pmpcnia 
of the ameriahuccd and the gmmevp of tbepuour niticrl to the 
pcrforrmnce of the design. The r e d n h g  pm ofthe nqna ic  circuit 
have a l a u r  &aton the raal rduccuwc anci terpo~w of the s o b i d .  

The major difference knmn tbe two d a m i d  designs shewn in Fig. 
S u t h e p u h a f t h e f l u x i n t o t h c v m u u r e f t o m t b e ~ ~ .  in 
Lhe plunger design. ndid and working air gap are d Therrdkl 
gap u neceuvy to pamit the innrturc to move nkrin to the 
nonmoving cornponenu of the solenoid wsnbIy. The workixg air gap 
acammodarer the morion ofthe amaam assembly. In thc flat €ace 
disk deign, an additional workingairgrp is rquircd witb no rrdiil air 
gy, k w e e n  the armature and roleaoid body. 

W cdd s W I n ~ - T h c c d d ~ p r t  mjeaor isarimpiitiedver- 
6oa of an elecaomagncric rop feed M bjsaoi ured to pmvidc .ddi- 
tional fuef duriugcnnkatcoldimbicnt8. It b u t & & ~ o a  PFI 

- 

, - 

! , 

circuit. coppcr is tvpially used for low injeston and btrJI 

the coil is en-. The - ctaMcckcwecnrhtpde 

_ -  - -- TI -- - 
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0419 0.75 I .w3 3.43 
1.918 . 332 0.- 0.68 

C C k  -3.8 -3.0 
- - 

4&8 Dmr~ac Str POIW FLOW (Qsp) -The mar~ml fuel deliver 
per pukc of the injeaor in mg/plle whm cnagized at the d p  * 

4.1.9 h N t i u m  ~ ~ v ~ A T I O N  (LD)- Iddy.  rh flow fmm an inject 
should be hear and directly proponional to prlrc width over the fi 
flow nngc of the injector. This i a  not the teLulj ew. for ngnifican- -! 
viation from linearity o c ~ u n  at the exvemida of the flow m e  (. 1 

4. axd 5). In order to rneuure the devhdDn h n  linearity. a .- : 
squares regression anaiysis is performed on 6ve intmmdate flc 
poinuat 3.4.5.6. and 7 rns PW with a p a d  of 10 mr/pulu. Q d  ar 
PW are, rcspcrively, the dependtat and indcpndent variables. * 

ruulting curve k referred to as the linarizcd flow awe. Devia : 

sn point. This flow is wed for incoming iorpcrion and qrulity COI 

__ 

9, Qdl? I 

L D ~ x l Q o - %  
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0.m A 0.- M p  A 0.74 

0.60 m 0.64 & 1.19s m 131u 
-r 

0.418 qr 

-4.c kcon 

I I  
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4.1.14 FLOW RANGE (LFR an1 W F R M n e  of the more imponant 
chanaeriscia of an injmor is t ! &le minimum and mutimum fuel 
flow. Row nnge. spratid as a mu0 of the maximum to minimum dy. 
ntmic ffows, is used a mcuure of thb capability. Two methods are 
4 for alcukung the nua: LFR and WFR. 

4.1.14.1 Linear F h  Row (LFR)-A number bwd on the iineu- 
ized flow curve of a singie injector. It is UKd to c o m v  the I i n a  
range k t w e m  injmon of different design or manuf icc~~~.  The num- 
ber is defined as the e u m  heUited flow point LFR (mu) divided 
by the minimum lineu'ued flow point LFR (min) at their rerpmive 
puLe widths where the measured flow deviate ~ 5 . 0 %  from the linear- 
ized flow curve (see Fig. 5). 

4.1.14.2 W .  Ffom Run@ W R + A  number baed on the mean 
ffw cum of a popahtion (24 rninimum) of injmon representative of 
a normal prodrrction diaibudon. The apptiation engineer is interest- 
ed in chis nao. riaa it prwickr a rehive me?rurc of production injcc- 
tor-t&njcaor -bility rhuir, the flaw mge w h m  a population of 
injeaon wilI be within a specified tolerance. It is ddined as the &- 
mum working flow pint WFR (mu) divided by the minimum working 
flow point WFR (min) w h e  all injmon are within 25.0% of the 
m a n  flow c u ~ e  at standard deviuiom,(sce Fig. 5). 

= (mu) - =wFR (min) 

VOLTAGE 

INSTABILITY 
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I- -m1, Ct- 

FIG. ~~TTYPICAL OPEXING AND CLOSING TIME WITH 
PEAK A!!D HOLD DRIVER 

I 

I /  I I 

I 

1-1 

FIGURE 7b - Typical Opening and Closing Tim 
Utth Saturated Driver 

FIG. 74PENING AND CLOSING TI.% 

TYPICAL 
ACCELEROMETER 
LOCATIONS 

/ I  I 1 

AOJUSTABLE 
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Radial v v  - . 'Q defined Ilr the included angle and the 
distribution of M Within that -@e. The test fixtures shown in Figs. 
9-14 iiluurate the r r c o m m e n ~  method of mumring the spny cone 
angle and distribution of fuel within the p~pern as marurcd in still air. 
The spray cone angle for a hobw spny cane pittern is defined as the 
included angle whete the ~ W B  concentration of fuel spnying 
ftom the injcctor i contained Fig. 11). The spny cone angle for a sot- 
id spriy cone panern i s  defined st the included angle where 95% of the 
fuel spraying from the injecror is conuined (Fig. 12). 
The collmion veuel uied to me?nue spr;ry angle (Figs 9 and 10) 

condrtr of eight concentric circuLt chambcn. The walls xpu?ting the 
chambers arc 15 rnm high and have a tapered lading edge to minimize 
rebound of the spny. 

A pencil stream injcctor does not distribute liquid into a cone of sig- 
nificant angle. This ten fix- k therefam. inappropriate for tening 
sprays of Ius than 8 dcg included an& and should be rcpkced by a 
higb-mlled vesyl U) &UCC S P ~ Y  &OW& 

The colidon v e u d  uud to masure sprrp diraibudon (Fig. 13) 

mm high wilkrith ppaedladiagedgcr Fig. 14shmarecomm& 
ed method for mounting &e kjcaor. spray colleaors, and burnt& 

Spedficrtions for testing s p y  cane angk and M dimibution for 

der dcvelopmcnt 

consins of six equally* wedge rhapedchrmkn sepvlrrd by 15 

O t h e t ~ G f s p t t e m r ~ n O C d k U S d  ~ r h c w ~ u e d u n -  

4.1.20.1 Sprc? M w n r m m t  Pmccawc 
a. Tesu to be conducted with n - H e p i e  Y the control fluid 
b. Tests to be c o n d u d  at prersun spedfied by application. 
c. Tests to k conduaed both at the dm+mic sn point pulse width 

and QI. 
d The colIecdon v d  must be I d  klor rhe point of origin 

of the injeaor's spray eone angle Y indicued in Tabk 3 and 
ri. 10. This disanee b danmmcd - bytheappktiQlLThe 
point of origin of the s p y  cone an& must be rpecified fmm 
the mjecror.r mounting surhce dunm. 

e. The M injetor must be Qlltcrrd over the collection versd. 
The cenmhle ofthe~jcmrmountingdhmererduummust 

uic rinj~ colkuion v e s d s  caxaibc 
f. To provide rrplable readings, thc t e ~  fixmrc must be &or- 

oughly wet down by plting the injeaor a minimum of 10 OOO 
puL& The fwl mry k c o U d  fiom thefiaurrdrain holes in 
, butntcr for volumeaic compviron or weighed fbr mam campar- 

ison. 
g. The disaibution of fIuid for s p y  an@ and &id distribution 

k &dd u) within 0.025 mm uflhc mlc position of thc C Q l u a b  

lhiu k defined by theuser. 

-1NG DU. I% . /  
\ -A- t!OUllTIRCDIA. exx.xx 

xx.x  0 \ .DATtW 

D U I N  TO BORETTES > 
b CONCENTRIC RING DIA, 4 

(Xx.X t .Ol) 

FIG. 9-RADUL SPRAY COLLECnON YESSU 
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FIG. lO--NP!cAf. SETUP FOR SO DEG CONE'SPRAY 

- 

FUEL 
V O L m  

( m u  

MAXIHUH FUEL CONCENTRATION 
INDICATES SPRAY ANGLE 

FIG. 1 I-TWICAL FUEL DIS1#IBUTION OF WIDE ANGLE 
HOLLOW CONE SPRAY 

DISTRIBUTION 
INDICATES SPRAY ANGLE 

FIG. 12-TYP!CU Nu DISTRIBUTION OF SOLID CONE 
S P U Y  
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340 ~30.0 
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NOT APPROPRMZ FOR PENCIL STEAM INJrCroRS 

FIG. IS-SEGMENIED SPRAY COLLECIlON VESSEL FIG. I4-SPRAY DISTRIBmON ‘ITST FIXTURE 
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4.1.21 EXTERNAL L~KAGE-No visible fluid leakage at working p’& 
sure is p e r m i a e d  in any a m  other than the scat lhii  indmiu the w, iu sali, and the extend 0-ringr. 

The injector sat g e n d y  hu mettkemed scaling surfaces for du- 
rability reasons. A leak tight hterfice is rquircd between the mating 
s u k a  of the injector nlve  Xit components to maintain M pr- 
nue. pment abnormai fud acemuhaon in the inuke rmnifdd, and 
redua d-it formation at the injector orifice. Scat leakage mav result 
in a leaner or richer A/F ntio depending on such variables as leakage 
rue. tempemure. and soak- period. 
Lou of pressure during extended periods of engine shutdown under 

hoc ambient conditions may cause excasive fuel vaporhcion and incor- 
reu fuel deliverp during sun-up. The increased time requirrd to 
achieve desired rail pressure in combination with vapor enmained in 
the fuel delivered a n  mult in inaavd cranking rime, row idler. 
s u b  and/or a nD.u?R condition. 

Fuel leakage into the incake manifold may aw a richer than normal 
A/F ntio during ran-up. Engine &ions may be advtluly iffecred 
under these conditions. Even dight w g e  may in& deporit for- 
mrt#n it the merering orifice of the injector. Depositr,~, formed a n  
e y  plug the orifice and reduce the fud d e l i v d  which adversely 
affca bo& vebidc emissions and driveability (see 5.4). 

S a t  leakage an be specified as either a test fuei i a k  nre or a gas 
leakage rice. The preferred method is the uzc of dry nivogcn as the 
tert medium. 

4.1.21.1 S10t Lta&ago Tat P d n w - T h e  injector rnw k in a 
clan and dry condition in order KO obain an zc~urau repeatable leak- 
age KUL All liquid tert fluid contained in the injector must be moved,  
since a nonexisting tightneu is simulated if the seat is moistened. 

4.1.21.1.1 Drying Proced- 
a. Fhuh injector with n-Heppne per pmonditiOniry mure 

b. Apply dry nitrogen ZL 60 LPI to &e inlet of the injeaor with 

c Dry injeaor byaauating it a PW of 2.5 un and 5.0 ms P for 
a minimum of tiooo puta (10.0 r). . 

e. Dry m .  tgrin for 30.0 s using dry nipoeca at 60 k h  
while the injector is aauacd at 4.5 IIIS PW axid 5.0 DU P. 

4.1.21.1.2 M a n v e m m t  Pmcdm- 
a. Masure  the le2tage rue usin anyhim scasitk p vol- 

urn+ sensor. zcceptibk m d o d  is to immerse the rnjeaor 
with iu tip pointing up into a container fded with mineral 

b. Suspend the motuh of a graduated cylinder previody fiUed 
wirh tw fluid above the tip of the injenor. 

c. Apply dry niuogcn at PO’C t I within 22% ofsystem pres- 

c l o d .  

The PermiftiMe l a k g e  is depcndmt 00 the appktion (nor- 
maiiy i e s  &an 1.5 a/min). 

4.1.22 Orrunnc VOLTAU Rma-Unda ccrpio ciratmrpncer, 
nrch as cold en* cmnkiqj noxmal opemtbgwlap b not a.rikbk. 

high- injectors as rhedcrprrntisdinaly proponid to 
the available volugc Lor miaaacc injecum arc n a  as Knriave to 

4.1.24.1 StOtis M i  O#~+R# Y o h p  (sMw)--Thir is the volt- 
age masurcd it the injecrardccrnaloonwror. ae wbich thc injector 

ble of dcteahg the commeaoenratt of auid flow. 

s.93. 

the tip pointing dom. 

d. orient injeaor with Kip poiming up. 

spiriporequinlent 

sure to the injector * for 5 min with &e injcaor & Ku 

d. The collecred bubbles rrprrwm thc in- air i ak  nu. 

- 

The miaimurn ~ r d r y o c t h e i n ~ i r ~ a i r i c l l  for 

lower butay volt?ge due 00 th. ament bkillg drna citeuit churc- 

0P-u- - ~mrccdaomcraororhcr-gdcvktapr- 

terisda (Fig. 15). 

4.1.22.1.1 Tea pmadurc: 
a. Mount the injeaor in the test firmuc uoda the sandad test 

Qmditiolu per -on 3. 
b. W h 3 c ~ g t h e v o i a g e a t t h e ~ ~ , r a h c  

c R a o d h c  *olt.gt rhea the i n . r  opens. 
4.1.22.2 @wak Mirrirwr oprradiy V w  @ M O l + m  purm- 

ctrr b a masum ofthe M injection ~fffmu rerpow 10 l o r  voluge 
condirioar. The driver- hasrsi@&aat dfecr on rhe injector n- w=- e ~&crcforc.thethecrdtcuitasusedinthevehi- 
demrtrrbeused. 

4.1.22.2.1 T‘ert 
a. M-t the in=e test - under the smmiard tat 

thesup& voltage in 0.10 vsrcp every 90.0 ms. 

condirionrperkction3. 

be using the driver amzit from the vehide anliation. th, 
VOlPF (0 the driwr in S’ep d 0.10 v starting at the 

SMOV. The logic pute to the driver is to be a period of 20.6 
rns and a PW of 10.0 nu. A minimum of 1000 p u h  are to 
be supplied at ach nep. 

c. M a n v e  the supply voluge and the injcclor ff ow rate at each 
step point 

d. The DMOV is thu v o l ~ g c  at which the flow me exc& 
50% of the flow at 14.0 V. 

This ta t  may It0 be modified to geneme a voiuge compensation 
curve for the system by continuing readings beyond the minimum 
opening point and using other PWs to cmte the family of w e s  simr- 
lar to those in Fig. 15. 

4.1.22.3 M a r h v n  Ovrrtood Voftap-The injmor must maintain 
cdibntion after a muLimum of 24.0 V b applied to the driver for a pe. 
rid of 60 s. T’his test is incmded ~1 simulate an incorrect jump SUK 
condition. 

The injector and driver are tmed as an wrmbly with the injmor 
operuing at Q, and +em pressure. Test voltyc must not be applied 
dircdy to the injector tmnids for damage any occur. 
4.1.21 STATICPU~LV~ C u m  (l/SON+ I/SON is the minimum 

ament required KO actuate the injector from the closed to the open PO- 
siaoa. It an be used to calculate the SMOV i f  multiplied by h e  R and 
an be uwful information in diagnaing functional problems and de- 
si- of injector driver circuits. 

The recommended method of measurement is to i n a c w  current KO 
the injector in a nrircuc waveform with a step height of 1.0 mA and 
a width of 10.0 rm until the injenor operu u indicated by an acceler- 

or orha sensing device apable of detecting commencc- 
Omncrsi!Y m a  of uid b. The injector mutt k mounted with the nozzle- 
pointing downward and with synmr prruure applied KO the inlet. Sun 
t e ~ ~  ?t 90% of rntidpued I / W N  current to aroid overhating the In- 
jector. 

z.1 
tt 
2 

1.. 

9 . 0  

1.. 

1 . t  

FIG. lS--EFFEcT OF VOLTAGE ON PERFORMANCE 



4.1.44 STATtC D R O M V r  CURRENT ( I / ~ ~ l / W F F  ir the &. 
m m  m n t  rquired to hold the lnjmor opm rftcr it h u  ken en-- 
@ It is wed to determine the holding current db-on of the 
+.hold driver. 
Tbe recommended method of maftlmnent is to appiy ntfficienc W- 
e to auuw chat the injmor k in the open position and thm to de- - the current in a urinw nvefonn with a step height of 1.0 
&a wid& of 10.0 ms until Lhe-hjector closes as indiczted by an accel- 
e- s i g d  or other s d n g  device capable of *g c a t i o n  
of fluid flow. The injector must be mounted with the no& pointing 
dowatmrd and with system pressure applied to the lalet. 

The I/S-OFF is always lower than the I / W N  kcruv the solmoid 
air gap h smaller by the amount of the stroke, which wiU yield higher 
myaeric forces for any given currenf level. The dropout -t is 
+y measured immediately following the puil-in a r r e n ~  masure- 

4.1.25 PI~S~URZ DROP RATIO (PDR)-A ratio of the fwl pressure 
drop across the metering orifice of an injector cornpved to the fuel 
prauc drop acrw the valve s a t  
Thr PDR h weful in enlrutia6 the d t i v i t y  of au injmar design 

miae if fuel exiting the metering area of the injector will nporitc if the 
PDR, fuel inlet ptauue, fuel voktility, and mrximum appktion tem- 
parnrrr arc known. Thiu assum? that the valve/sac and the metering 
orifia are the priznay racrictions to flow. If addiaond s igP i i ian t  
praure drop occur within an injector desiga they muff k accounted 
for More any hat he! handling predictions are made. Since an injec- 
cor ia deigned to mecer a liquid, fwl vapor tl~ot be m y  me- 
cered and uepr to minimbe chis condition should be ukcn. 

4.1.26 IN~ULATION RtMAHu (IR)-This c a t  is dcrigncd to check 
f a  a potential failure of the intuLti00 h e e n  the coil assembly axd 
Lhe use of the injcaor. It h unnil? pcrfonned on completed injmon 
mauure that the coil iDculuion has not been damaged during the zs. 
remblyppmcftr;mdthu chetrrmirui toactclezrvlcehubccn a& 
qortrly rminuined. IR ia also m d  rfvr any metfunicrl intcgricy 
d g  to ensure thu the inarluing ?bilitia of the injetor coii wm- 
b@ have not km dqraded. 
In mat exinin6 rpplicuions a poritivc battery voIuge is mntinuolu- 

11 lpplrcd to one of the injector tcminds and the d t  is eDefsifcd by 
crmpking the gmund circui~ In a darrtioa where the IR breaks 
cbm, the injcctor could become c o a z i n ~  energized an$ flood the 
engine. On ryrtemr chat energize rht unit by pm*iding the positive 
yplngethrough Lhe driver. brakdowacuraw &e injector to misfire 
or not f k  at dl depeadin~ on w h m  the coil w m b l y  is rhoncd 

4.1,26.1 Tut Pdurr--cOnoect a run- megaohmineta tcs= 
m, rtt to 750 V DC, beween the injector w a n d  a coil mmid pou, 
The minimum allonhle mirrlnrr reading &all be SIok after 4 s. 

5.1 Injlaor DATU-& eiearonic drntit tht supplies volmge 
prba to an deatomapetic M injeaor fora precise inaemeat of 
time and ac a given repetition ntc The of thae puta and 
thcir repetition is ~ r m r l l y  20.001 m~ The pak.bdd driver and the 
sitmated driver arc moa commonly d the iadauq for vehhle 
Y l p l i a t i O I S  

grarrc the injmor (Fig. 16). The dri- drcuit > b-a? V d U e C  
to the injector until a prrdtrarmacd curruu tsrrrchedThear- 
rmt is then reduced an$ M u a  lowa kvd for rhc dtnuian ofthe 
PW. mi type of driver b Uacd with i n .  &ring low re- 

TbercapyofthdrivcrpaL 
cumxc level (Ip) Iht wd atrmls led 0 is heki to tO.JOQ. 
Nocc-In order (0 xniahke UT-, itiradvinbk co match the 
injector and driver churctaQcOauh &atthe nritrh tian palr-so= 
hold doer norocEuruntilaf&?them~isfultlopar. 

ADVANTAGES: The hi@ peak currmt minimku of rerponv 
and the lor hdd eonat minimim CT re 
sponre. 'Ihir !llehad o f c o a d  res&¶ in an in- 
crcued rim? M g C  of injetor OpentiOrL 

a the drim. Cir- 
cuiqismrmcornpla~t€ntofrhcaturu. 

drim k urrd with injcnon ha*ghi@l reJiffwc coib(typicrlIy 14 to 

maa. 

dative to the metering of hat fuel. Chkuhom . a~4 & Mde to d w -  

5. A H l k d o n  &ktd rorrvttrr ul TaD 

5.1.1 P U M t O W  D m - A  dri+n thu U# ~ U O  kreb o f m t  to 

DISADVANTAGES: H a t  is 

ed&iw?T. 
5.1.2 SANUZP) D m - A  p w c r  trzltLiLtot dri*er thtt m~ fully 

on f a  the eatin duration of the injecco~ PW (€ig. 17). This type of 

16 n) of wirh bjecUm h?*iag low r&SUncc coih m Combinrtion with 
a&l!astmiator. 

H a t  k primady dbipucd &rough the injGot 
a balIaazrrdnorrad aaatchedrioa cimur. 

ADVANTAGES: 

TIHE - 
FIG. 16-TYPICAL INJECTOR CURREIT WITH PEAK-HOLD 

DRIVER 

11s - 
FIG. 17-IYPICAL INJECI'OR CURREXI' WITH SATURATED 

DRIVER 

_- - . _-e- 
._- - - -  
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5.5.2 CoirosioN A s s t s s w m ~ ~ - h c h  injector tested shalt be -in& 
immediately diet KCSting. The degree of c o ~ o n  shall be MY II. 
4 in accordance with 5.5.3. 

h c h  injmot tested shall meet the performance rrquirtmenu &. 
ailed in 5.5.4 prior to and ?fter the complcrion of testing. 

5.5.3 S o m a  CORROSION Am, B u m ~ ~ c - F o r  the purprne of this 
document. a 'ri#nifiant surfice* is defined as an a m  designated to k 
coated chat an bc couched by a 6.34 mm h n e r  ball. 

Any mu of red rust on a sigaifiaat surface shall be ause for rejec- 
cion. R u t  spou on surface. which cannot be touched by a 6.35 mm 
W, shall be noted but will npc be ause for rejection. 

Any blistering of the corting'shdl be noted Y to location on the sun- 
ple piece, blistering site, and number of blitm. B l i g  on si@& 
c a n e  surfaces shall k ause for rejection. An cux~l of three b l i m  of 
1.0 mm diameter on surftca. which cannot be rouched b a 6.35 mm 
ball, shall be cause for rejection. 

5.5.4 PERFORMANCE ASSZSSMENT-E~E~ injector shall be LcRed for Q, 
(4.13). Q (4.14, IR (4.1.26). R (4.1.18), and lakage (4.1.21) prior to 
and afm completion of corrosion cewr. a( and Q dmhcioa shall be re- 
poned as a percentage (Reference 5.9.3). 

the external surfkec of a gasoline injenor, exddhg a t d  U-rings, 
to enaure the exLcIII?I surfaces can WirhEMd conuu with coamon au- 
romorive fluids. 

5.6.1 Trri FLur-It is not pnctiul to d u u t  all vviitions of urt 
Ruids, thmfore, agreed reference fluidc are employed in rating. The 
moa  commonly used fluids are lirted Y follom- 

A reference fluid ia defined Y a materid repraentative of its p;uticll. 
Iar p u p ,  which is fieiencfy well defined in ;rll repccrs Y) that sup 
plia from different sourea ue cucntidfy identicrl in action for which 
the (cu is intended (Ref- ASTM D 471-79). 

ANTIFREEZE 50%-!5haIl be an echpla# srpool based mamid Y 
dacribd in SAE J814 mixed with an cqurl volume o f r u a .  

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ?Lum--ShalI be Ootmn If 
( G e n d  Moton Regiuerrd Tndcmark) or equinlmt. 

Axu AND MANUAL TRANSMISSION LUBRXcANTs--Gar 
Oil APIGL-5 as deraikd in Slrr:JSOS. ( v i  as dcfirred in SAE 
JS06 m y  be specified it the option of the tea engiuccr.) 

BATTERY ~ O L Y T b s h a U  k r a p t -  nrtfuric acid 
diluted with wuef to a spedfic gnvity of 1.45 to 1.28. 

B u I t  FLUID-Is a mixture of polygi@s ?ad cdlosoIver con- 

BUntCELtOSOLVETecbnial grade. 
DIESELFUEL (NO. Z ) - h  dcvrikd by SAE J313. Tk floid shall 

have an 'Aniline p i n e  of Bo to 70% It k preferred tht emifdons- 
p i c  diesel he1 conforming to 40 CFR 86.113-82 bc used. 

ENGINE O I L S h d l  be ASTM Rdama Oil No. S. 

5.6 Fluid C0-v (€xtad)--mliS Ielz is to be applied to 

' 
fanning to DOT-3 Of 49 CFR 571.116. 

I M W ) L E N I L S h d l k U S E P A e m h d o a d i p ~  . 
GASOLINE AND 20% YETLuNOt-sW k 40% V/V ragmt- 

gnde mcthimol?dded togadbe, 
GELLASE (m SOAI nAsm)-.sbln k an naended. 

lubrication-inrennl grease as daaikd in SAE J310. whcn tested to 
ASTM D 128, it shall contain noc lar tbrn 4% +weight Lirhitnn (19- 
Hydroxysuulce type). 

MtmEut S?1EuTs--see Table 2. 
1 9 1 9 1 - T R I C H L O R O E T ~  thr of Mil= 

i u y  Standard MltC.81533. 
HIGH PRESSURE PuuIlD WAm-I%# prrpur~ ptlwd WI 

cer, as found in c o m m e r c i a l a r ~  audrinrr btakqnyed over 
t h e e x t n i o r n v f i r e r o f t h t m ~ ~ l b r N a n : k a a c p o f 5 . 6 . 2  
doer not apply. 

STWY cLuNINt+stanr as fbpbd in mmmrrrirt 
quipmat ,  is to k sprayed over harreriat Iurbce ofthe mm for 
15 i. N m  kn step of 5.8.2 d a s  DOC a@?. 

5.6.2 TEST PRO~DU~U-T- .II iU- With 00, W fdloweed 
by another fluid is to be avoided. 

a. Each injector rhrll have iu inkc and outkt suimbiy d e d .  
ThC injecrcrr is ta haw2 its dccpicrl doMcQoc fitrcd: homer, 
it ir aoc to k cncqizcd. 

b. The injenor rhJl have iu apoccd nntUr, drmpnedarha 
b spying or brush ipplicrtioa and itzond to tpod for 24 
h 

c. on campktion of&? 2 4 4  paiod. thc injeeUK shall kdc- 
wing l,l,l-T- mequinkru. 

5.63 Autum 01 RISULTS-E~~~ injeaar tested rhrtl be exam-' 
ined imm&.tcly after euthg. The ertezn+l surhcc condition shall be 
visually asK!u& in acmRhue w i th  53.3. 
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I- 

BOTTOM FEED 
INJECTOR 

M I N .  CLEXRANCE 7 SPLIT SUPPORT 

SPLIT SUPPORT 

FIG. %-AXIAL LOAD FIXTURE 

. 5.9.2 1N-R Ttn C o N M O r u :  
a. Fuel Tempemam Terr I L n p - 1 7  to 30% 
b. Fluid-Indolcne 
c FIuid Condition-A fresh supply of fluid is to be UKd at the 

scut of every tert. and changed at every 100 x 10' cycla of teft 
(approximately 1S9 h) 

d. Prusurc--Dezamid by rppiicuion 

f. .P&od--(reperition racc+5.0 mr 
g. Ihttuion: Sub- to application 

e. PW-2.5 IIU 

- 

Typiai PFI 600 x 10' pulses 
TypiCri CFI 900 x 10' p u k  

5-93 h W O U C A N a  --The t t  W p k S  rhll be CVdUttd 
for rhe following flow ai- 

a. Perccnr sutic now shift 

End ofrerr Flow - stan of rest Row 
S u n  of Tea Row X 100 - 41; Static Row Shift 

b. Percent Ql Shift at 5.5 ms PW and 10 mr Period (calculated 

c Lukagc Specifiorion-All test sampla mwt k evaluated for 

5.9.4 F u o u ~ r c ~  ot pntoma CHlrCu -The terr vmpla  shall be 
evlluued for the above aiterii at levr prior co &e surt and on corn- 

-2 
=e as above) 

leakage as specified in 4.1.21.1. 

-- plctiw of the tesL s&&k. 

COLLET 

FIG. 21-TORSIONAL LOAD FIXTURE 
~ ___-- 



New Desigru/Fita P i e  -pia wi l l  require additional flow test 
poinu during the accumuLtion of tes q c l a  See the recommended t O-RING 

. flowrheduleforsuchcuoa~foilowr: o CA 

BOTTOM FEED 
INJECTOR 

Iu \SFLIT CLAMP 
MIN. CLEARANCE y- 

t O-RING 
GROOVE 

TOP FEED 
INJECTOR 

SPLIT CLAMP 

MIN. CLEARANCE +u 

FIG. 22-BENDING MObUS" FIXIZRE 

RETASNING CLIP 
IF USED 

TOP FEED 
INJECTOR 

FIG. 954HOCK AND VIBRATION FIXTURE 

5.10 Hot Laa ShUc-Fuei in jeaa  exhibit varying dqrecs of 
'hot lean shift' when opaared at high tempmnrrcs. An extreme con- 
dition will d y  occur in hot w a t h e r  after a running en&e has been 
shut down for about 30 min and then m~rted Both the injector and 
fuel temperature will rise during the %ak* period. awing reduced 
ffow rata aikr  the rrnut, The injmor flow rates will gr;ldrully recov- 
er to n o d  levels as tempruurrr drop LO a stable Operating mge. 
The magnintde of the Ian shift is related U, the injmor design. fuel 
system cornponenu. injam's environment and the fuel characterictia. 
The degree of lean shift and iu eAm on driveability are k t  enluated 
in a nrnning vehicle. Fig. 04 illunrua the observed hot lean shift and 
the g n d d  recovcy to &le conditions for thm injmor designs. 

0 l 2 3 0 USE SAME MOUNTING HARDWARE b C A V I r Y  
DIMENSIONS AS USED IN VEHICLE APPLICATION. 

TIHE FROM RESTAi3T (min.) 

FIG. %-HOT LEW SHIFT 

- 

BOTTOM F E 9  6. TWQUi$mBt 
' INJECTCR The pupoo of tbir section is to pmvidc buiE infonnation on test 

eguipmmt used in mantring fud injector performance characteristics 
aarxdiytotherpcdtiotionr dacribed in Secriolu 4 and 5. Recorn- 
nmdaaoa are @en for the da@ of &e tcst ff ow herd and hydrrulic 
circnit fbi the boaom rod fop feed iajectarr, irutntmenution resolu- 
tion, aad e boud C O a I l ~ ~  

~ t a t e q u i p m e n t m t t n k c r p M e o f ~ t e r t i n g n r i o r u e l t c .  
wonk injeaor &ips, preferably in mass flor units. The equipment 
di luaumn - m u u k  in campliurc WithaIIappiiubk fire and sfc- 

thu the test sand is versatile 
~ u , e * r h r u e t h * u i a r t i n j e c c o r ~ p ~  . tics, the hy- 
drurlic rpan should k crp.blt of operutus with n-Heptane. Ind- 

lie sytaem phtmbiry diagram is rbom for a barom feed injmor in Fig. 
25 and fota tap fkd inmin Fq. 96. 

T&e test hidpump musz kcrpbLofddiming Po g/s of tat  fluid 
at a raMt pranvc of 700 Irp. to tht inla ofeach injmor. The test ' 
fluid tiltniry rpcm mustbe 5 wabdtatt or kaa. The test stand 
muse he equipped rirh a hat adnuger to amwe chat the test fluid 

colt~clpt wirbin t l ' C  thmughwt the t a t .  
To LQU~C thr the qukdrcapry to injector perfornunce 
is met. the tar fluid pruaare rrsJItkn qsem mwt k apable of con- 
tmilingthe inhcucfhridptanrrru,tbeinjecrotialnwith an accum- 
cv of ~0 .10  kPa in hc nnge o f l o  to 300 Lpt To diminate anv e f f m  
of &e fluid had on in- inkt prsnrrr. the prrrrure mcmrnrig dc- 
wcc should be mounted m the same horizoad phne as the injmor in- 
k. To mlnimitc the t&ct of fhid prrrwc puktion~ c a d  by the 

tp=j-=drrguktiocu 
6.1 H y d r d k  S v T o  

1- rad Spirio s rpdtied irr 5.1. Th ~ ~ ~ d e d  hydrau- 

. .  tempruureis- 



& the r e a d  h y h n k  ryrtem m u  indude an air dampened 
flow had. The uappcd air LeEI head for w with bottom feed injecton 
is shown in Fig. 27 and tht for the 'op feed injectors in Fig. 28. me 
trapped air pocket muft be prrchvged to maintiin a minimum air vol- 
ume of 90 a a~ fuel 

Table 4 swunarku the tat equipment resolution rquired to 
achieve the desired accurypf the reponed data and control varkbiu. 

65 Elearial-The wiring diigrun for the injector. injcctor driv- 
?re and power supply is shown in Fig. 29. Because of the diff-nt inje- 
.-ar e v e n  used in the auuulrnocive indwuy. it is fccommrnded chat the 
e r r t  stand k quipped with an inrmhylgabk (plug-in) type driver 
bard. +.I/$! x 6I/2 in with the numerics on the component si& (see 

m- 

77. 10). 

FIG. 25-HYDrUU~C SCHEMATIC FOR BOTTOM FEED 
INJECTOR 

-- 
?&%== 

FIG. 46HYDRAutIC SCHEMATIC FOR TOP FEED INJECTOR 

O-RING 

C-ESSED AIR  
(30cc W I N . )  

FIG. 47-mTTOM FEED I N J E ~ O R  HEAD 

FIG. 28-TOP FEED IXjECrOR TEST HEAD 

U INEC roo 

FIG. 4b-ELECflLlcAt WIRING DIAGRAM FOR FUEL 
INJECTOR TESTING 
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